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I

THE PRI1IITIVE FA1IILY
Origin, -±
Judging from the cultures of prehistoric man in Europe
and f_om analogies of the living races that appear to have the
same stage of culture, strong inferences may "be drawn as to the
nature of the "beginnings of human association. The hypothesis
that man started as an individual and developed social life thru
mutual aid as he came in contact with his fellows does not cover
the whole subject. It is not easy to conceive man in a state of
isolation at any period of his life, "but' it appears true that
his early associations were simple and limited to a few func-
tions. The evidence of assemblage in caves would appear to in-
dicate that an early group life existed from the time of the
first human cultures. The search for food caused men to locate
in some place. The number that could "be supplied with food from
natural subsistence in a given territory must have been small.
Hence it would appear that tilt early group consisted of small
bands. They moved on if the population encroached upon the food
supply.
Also the blood relatives formed the nucleus of the
group. The dependency of the child on the mother led to the
first permanent location as the seat of the home and the found-
ation of the family. As the family continued to develop and be-
come the most permanent of all social institutions, it is easy
to believe as a necessity that it had a very early existence.
It came out of savagery into barbarism and became one of the
principle bulwarks of civilization.
1. Blackmar - History of Human Society. pp 108-109
(1)

(2)
It may "be accepted as a hypothesis that there was a
time in the history of every "branch of the human race when so-
cial order was indefinite and that out of this incoherence
came "by degree a complex organized society. It was in such a
rude state that the relations of individuals to each other
were net clearly defined "by custom, "but were temporary and
incidental. Family ties were loose and irregular, custom had
not "become fixed, l?w was unheard of, government was unknown
unless it was a case of temporary leadership, and unity of
purp:se and reciprocal social life were wanting.
The relation of parent and child was the most potent
influence in establishing coherency of the group, and next to
it, though of later development, was the relation of man and
woman that is, the sex relation. While the family is a un-
iversal social unit, it appears in he ny diffe±ent forms in dif-
ferent tribes and, indeed, exhibits many changes in its develop
ment in the same tribe. There is no probability that mankind
existed in a complete state of promiscuity in sex relations,
yet these relations varied in different tribes. Mating was al-
ways a habit of the race and early became regulated by custom.
The variety of forms of mating leads us to think the early sex
life of man was not of a degraded nature. Granted that matri-
mony had not reached the high state of spiritual life contem-
plated in modern ideals, there are instances of monogamic mar-
riage, and pure dignified rites among primitive peoples. Polyg-
amy and polyandry were of later uevelopment.

(3)
Carriage
•
it is probable that most anthropologists and social
writers are agreed concerning the "biological meaning of mar-
riage. The word has reference to a union of the male and fe-
male which does not cease with the act of procreation but per-
sists after the birth of tl e offspring until the young are cap-
able of supplying their own essential needs. It seems clear e-
nough that the sexual instinct of itself could not have brought
about permanent relationships between male and female, so fluc-
tuating a desire would hardly have constituted a firm basis
for family life among the most primitive groups. In all prob-
ability aboriginal man ha d no conception of that ideal love
which today binds men and women together in the strongest of
human ties. ITor v/as the female f s need of protection a lasting
bond of union; for the female savage is nearly as strong and
capable of self-defence as the male. The source of marriage
then, must probably be looked for in the utter helplessness of
the newborn offspring and the need of both mother and young
for protection and food during a varying period. Thus it ap-
pears that marriage las its source in the family, rather than
the family in marriage.
2
In every port of the world there are restrictions on
the choice of a mate based on propinquity of relationship. Those
who transgress the rules are guilty of the dread crime of incest.
Frequently there is not merely a rule against the marriage of
actual blood-kin, but even of individuals between whom no re-
lationship can be traced, and who are regarded as kin simply
1.Goodsell, The Family pp 6-8.
2. Lowie , Primitive bociety pg 15.
-I
f
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through the legal fiction that fellow members of a certain so-
cial group are ultimately descendants of the tame ancestor.
Generalizations about primitive tribes are dangerous,
but few exceptions will be found to the statement thi t matrimony
with them is not so much a sacramental as a civil institution.
Patrimony appears clearly in two forms known as (l) marriage
by exchange and (2) marriage by purchase. In both a girl is
treated as an asset which her family will not surrender with-
out receiving adequate compens^ tion.
Among certain tribes marriage t)y exchange is compli-
cated by certain rules of preferential mating. That is, a man
is not only forbidden to marry his sister and certain other
kinswomen, but is practically obliged to mate with a particular
type of cousin or some other remote relative designated by the
same term. Ascertain man, A, having one or more sisters finds a
man, B, standing to him in the proper cousin relationship who
als possesses a sister. These men each tahe a sitter of the
other as a wife. In the case of infant betrothals a boy grows
up with the understanding that a certain m n is his probable
father-in-law, and as such is entitled to occasiona.l presents
and services; the^e attentions may be conceived as a form of
compensation equivalent to the purchase form of other areas,
then a girl attains a certain age she is simply handed over to
the bridegroom. A man's wives a re^ automat ically inherited by
his younger brother or a kinsman ranking as such.
Compared with exchange, purchase has an exceedingly
wide distribution. In some regions woman is to all intents and
purposes a transferable and inheritable species of chattel, in
I
(5)
others is found only the appearance of purchase, since the price
offered is "balanced or even outv/eighed "by an equivalent gift or
dowry
.
The different forms of marriage and family which have
prevailed among savage peoples are three in number, namely, mo-
nogamy, polygyny, and polyandry. Of these three monogamy lias
"been the most persistent type. It is quite possible that no one
type of sexual union ever prevailed over the whole earth. Rather
it is reasonable that the struggle for existence, reduced to
its lowest terms in the struggle for food largely determined
what form of marital relationship or family life should pre-
vail in any one locality. The close connection between the family
organization and food supply seems fairly established* Evidence
shows that in the lowest groups which live mainly upon the pro-
duce of the hunt, eked out by seeds, fruits and shell fish,
the struggle for a livelihood is severe and a modified
form of the monogamic family is the prevailing type as best
suited to the conditions.
Polygyny has been a wide spread type of marriage and
is still held in honor among certain Oriental peoples. Unques-
tionably the causes leading to po^ygynous marriage are economic
and social as well as personal. Such marriage adds to the wealth
and social s&anding of the man and thus gives hin a distinct ad-
v ntage over the monogamist. The outward and visible signs of
his wealth and power are to be seen by all. Hence polygyny is
confined, of necessity, to the powerful and the prosperous, —
the chiefs and well-to-do men of the tribe. Often, the children
from this form of unioa are regarded by the fathers as more or
<t
(6)
less valuable property and are very early required to labor in
the fields. At puberty the daughters are frequently sold as
wives to the highest bidder. Wives are regarded as valuable as-
sets, since they carry on the crude agriculture work and per-
form all the productive household labor.
The practice of polyandry is confined at the present
time to a very few groups. Among the leading causes of polyan-
dry is the numerical disproportion between the sexes. In certain
rugged and relative barren countries male births largely out-
number the female for reasons not yet well understood, but quite
possibly conn* ctea with the food supply. There is some evidence
to the effect that scanty nourishment tends to an excess of male
births. This explaination also connects economic conditions with
this form of marriage.
^"The character of marriage a.iong different peoples is
the chief influence in shaping the form of divorce right. Thus:
1. Sometimes marriage is such a loose relationship
that it my be dissolved at any time at the discretion of ei-
ther party,
2. Sometimes marriage is absolutely indissoluble:
only death can separate the married pair,
3, Sometimes mar * iage can be dissolved only by the
agreement of the parties, while there are no other reasons for
separation.
4, Sometimes the husband has the right to divorce the
wife at his pleasure, or if reasons are required, the most triv-
ial ones are sufficient.
1 .Lichtenberger , Divorce : A Study in Social Causation—Colum-
bia University Studies.

(7)
5. Sometimes the wife &as also the right to separate
at her pleasure, or where reasons are required, they may he of
a most trivial nature,
6. That marriage can he dissolved only upon specified
grounds is a widespread rule and indeed while these grounds oft-
en differ for men and women, they are often the same.
The frequency of early divorce depends upon the pre-
vailing ideas concerning marriage. With the rise of marriage "by
capture and purchase, the wife becomes the chattel of her hus-
bana-owner, and divorce "becomes his sole prerograt ive . He may
do with her as he pleases. He is restrained, however, from the
free exercise of his liberty by certain external considerations.
Especially in the case of purchase, there is always the blood-
feud with his wife's tribesmen if his treatment is too sever.
Economic reasons very early complicate matters. In the absence
of more refined restraints, his regards for his wife as a species
of property is of consequence. His interest in her ceases if he
divorces I er. He is furthermore likely to suffer the loss of
the purchase price aid for her, and may be compelled to re-
turn any property she may have brought to him at the time of
her acquisition. Under further progress, where wife purchase
is replaced by the payment of the "bride-price" and the receipt
of the "marriage portion',' divprce is attended by still greater
loss. Unless divorce is for grave reasons, the husband is usu-
ally required to restore the dower, and sometimes turn over all
or part of his property, and not infrequently to suffer the loss
of his children. Vfirere the ^ife is accorued the privilege of
leaving her husband, unless it be for serious offence on his
part, she is usually required to leave behind her dower. and her
fI. y
(8)
children. Difficulties of self-support and disabilities of sex,
have alv/ays made the part of the wife more difficult and com-
pelled her to ev.dure much, rather than leave her husband.
Functions of the Family,
In the family, the matrix of organized society, were
nourished those altruistic virtues, which, when carried "beyond
the "boundaries of the family and the kinship group, were to
prove the greatest unifying force in society. When savage man
extended the instincts of sympathy, fellow-felling, and co-op-
eration to all those united to h;.m by the blood bond, and later
to all members of the tribe, the foundations of justice, law,
and progress were securely laid.
Another social function of the family must have been
that of custodian of such crude human experiences that seemed
worth preserving. The family in its gro^p form as the only so-
cial organization exercised a variety of functions now widely
distributed
.
The home was tie center of such crude industry as
then existed. The earliest human groups doubtless ha d no econ-
QBjy , i.e. no practical adjustment of means to* end . The lowest
peoples of whom we have knowledge are today engaged in a daily,
almost hand-to-hand struggle with nature for a bare livelihood.
Such a struggle for existence reveals no attempt to adapt pres-
ent means, in respect to fooo supply and clothing, to future
needs. The most genuine economy was practiced not by primitive
groups, but b£ savage peoples a little lower than civilization,
and is closely bound up with the life of the household. In the
family was developed the original division of labor upon the
<
(9)
"basis of Hex differences. To the restless male with his greater
physical strength and relative freedom from the care of off-
spring fell the task of supplying the family with animal food*
. Upon the female, forced to "be more
stationary "by the demands of motherhood, devolved less exciting
and more irksome "burdens. To the woman fell the task of collect-
ing nature* s products in the region around the home.
A very forward stride was made in civilization when
/woman no longer content to gather the meagre products of an un-
cultivated soil, conceived the idea of planting seeds to secure
a richer harvest. The digging stick v/as the first implement in-
vented "by woman to assist her in her agricultural pursuit. A
hoe, and later an improvised plow, which she dragged over the
ground in default of domesticated animals, were produced. The
crude grinding mill can be tiaced to woman's constructive in-
stinct. Although there are writers who point out that woman's
inventiveness never advanced very far, it is, perhaps, the ear-
liest human inventions that require the highest degree of con-
structive imagination. In addition to her labors as an agricul-
turist, the housewife prepared granaries, cut up the meat in
food portions, and made the hides into leather. She v/as the tai-
lor, shoemaker, food preparer, the potter, and basket weaver of
the family. At times she was even the builder of the hut and
tepee. The home of the more advanced tribes was a hive of indus-
try centering about the wife and mother.
In the lowest groups the power of the father over his
children is absolutely unlimited, extending to the taking of
life, or sale into slavery. Herbert Spencer said , "The status of
primitive man's child is like that of a bear's cub. There is
t
(10)
neither noral obligation nor moral restraint; but there exists
the unchecked power to foster, to desert, to destroy, as love
or anger moves? The child was property, valuable property, and
usable property. Whether he was a erson first and only through
pressure of untoward circumstances came to he regarded as a
thing, perhaps, we cannot say, since the savage's sense of per-
sonality is so obscure. But there is no doubt that he was a thing,
an asset, a resource, a marketable good. The Yakuts declare,
"Children are our capital if they are good. It is hard to get
good laborers, even for large wages; but a son when he grows up,
is a laborer who costs nothing'.1
Infanticide was practiced freely whenever circumstances
seemed to warrent it. The motives actuating parents to destroy
their new born were doubtless economic. Would the food supply
of the family suffice for a new member? Or if the family was
migratory, in search for hunting and fishing grounds, could the
infant be easily transported? The unwillingness of an overworked
mother to assume the added burden of rearing an infant, or the
aeforr:.ity and weakness of the child are also to be considered,
1
Of the Bushmen it is related : "When their supply oi provisions
begins to fail, or when they are pursued by enemies, or when a
wife lias been abandoned by her husband, their children are con-
sidered to be a burden too heavy to be borne, and to get rid of
them they will strangle tl em, smother them, cast them away in
the desert, or even bury them alive'.' //here chixd labor is use-
ful among herders and tillers of tie so .1, or in industrial
groups where child-labor is restricted, or in case of daughters
1. Featherrnan-Social History of Mankind . Requoted from Goodsell,
pg 38.
2,Parson -The Family
, pp 45,47.
1 t c
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where marriage by purchase is customary , children are desirable
as a form of present or future wealth. Under other circumstances
they may "burden their parents without bringing them any econ-
omic return. Infanticide is an expres.ion of the irksomeness of
this condition.
Female infanticide is sometimes the only practice of
infanticide in vogue. This may occur when the potential econ-
omic value of females is much less than of males.
The Education of the rimitive child falls into two
divisions, (l) the social and moral, and (2) the practical. The
amount of moral training depends upon the degree in which group
customs :sve become fixed and authorative . The family has the
important task of starting the education of the uninformed child
in the group v/ay of thinking and acting. Corporal punishment is
not practiced in the primitive family. Among most primitive groups
the moral education of t] e boys is in the hands of the older men,
and of the girls in the hands of the olaer women. The child ap-
pears to be the property of the group rather than of the imme-
diate family.
The practical education of boys and girls in primitive
familes is gained quite often by imitation of their elders, ac-
companied by little or no instruction. When children grow old
enough to share in the tasks of the household, they assist the
mother in bringing the wood and water
,
hunting for shell fish,
berries, etc.. Very early in their lives sex division of labor
becomes marked. The boys learn by imitation of their father to
make weapons, traps, and nets; while the girls i. itate their
mother in cooking, weaving, agriculture, . In more ad-

(12)
vanced tri"bes the early play activities of the children are di
rected "by the parents. The Eskimo "boy is given a tiny "bow and
arrows; and the Dacotah girl has a little work bag. ^mong
such groups the home may rightly "be called a school of apprent
iceship.
*
f(
the fa::ily among THE greeks, rqiiaxs, and iiebrev/s.
Definition.
These three groups represent the family in its patri-
archal phase. "*"The essential characteristic of the patriarchal
family is the permanent power of the father over the adult male
members of t; e family. The patriarchal family was large in the
sense of including all living generations, but limited by the
fact that it included within its kinship o ly descendants thru
males. VSThen a woman married she pas Led out of her original fam-
ily Into that of her husband ; and became subject to the power
ruling the^Ln* In the Roman family a woman's children were not
2
considered to be related to her brother's children. A patriar-
chal family may form a house or village community. A house con-
sisting of a patriarch, his wife or wives, his unmarried daugh-
ters, his sons and their wives and children, forms the group
usually known as the patriarchal family.
The Religious -2 sis.
The family is a religious institution. Neither the
principle of physical generation nor of natural affection, nor
even of superior strength forms its foundation. Its fundamental
principle is tie duty of the worship of dead ancestors. Its mem-
bers are united in the observance of the religious cermonies of
one hearth-stone. The dead as we.l as the living are its members.
'Polygyny.
4
The patriarchal compound family is monogamous or po-
lygynous. Monogamy is due more to poverty t: an to anything else,
1 .hosanquet-The Family
, pp 12,15.
2.Parsons-The Family
, pg 302.
o.Thwing & Timing-The Family
. pg24.
4.Parsons -Op. Git , pg 296.
(13)
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and polygyny is an indication if not always a source of wealth.
The nftmber cf wives is therefore distinctly proportionate to
social pre-eminence. There is, fee a rule, a marked subordination
among the wives, concubinage "being well developed. A distinction
is even ris.de "between slave girls and concubines. The number of
wives, technically speaking, may "be limited, irrespective of
rank, while that of slave girls is unlimited or prescribed ac-
cording to rank. The Hebrews olfer us good examples of the num-
ber of wives a m n could have . "*The seventy sons of Gideon, for
example, imply a considerable number of wives. In the Song of
Songs, Solomon boasts of his "sixty queens, his eighty concubi-
nes, and virgins without number? and another, evidently exagger-
ating, credits him with seven hundred wives and three hundred
concubir.es. The names of seven of David's wives are known. In
these royal marriages political motives of course played a part;
alliances by mariage with strong native clans or with foreign
courts added strength to the king's position.
Y/e could not, therefore j make the eyaltea classes
our starting point when we begin to draw pictures of family life
in Israel. Coming down from the royal court to the common people
Wf find a nun like Elkanah, Samuel's fat. er, with two wives. The
patriarchal narratives no doubt mirror the actual conditions.
Lamech had two wives. In addition to Sarah, v/ho also gave her
female slave to her husband, Abraham married Ketura. Esau accord-
ing tc one account had two wives, according to another, three.
It is clear tl at polygyny thus practiced was confined within
narrow limits; in reality it was little better than b.gamy; and,
TTBertho let -History of Hebrew Civilization, pp 149, 1.jO.
I(
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even so, in many cases it only meant that a man, in addition
to his wife
,
might have as a concubine a female slave. The wife
was her husband's property. To have many wives meant to "be rich,
or more correctly it was necessary for a man to "be rich to "be
able to have many wives,
liarri age
.
^"In all societies of the patriarchal type marriage was
held in high esteem and looked upon as a sacred ce^iony. Among
most ancier.t peoples the ceremony of betrothal was the actual
beginning of marriage. The Romans did not regard the betrothal
cerroo! y as legally binding on the parties. Among the Greeks and
Hebrews the girl who proved faithless to her betrothed was treat
ed as an adulteress. Espousals or betrothals consisted first
in obtaining the consent of the girl f s father to the marriage,
but no formal consent from the girl was necessary, it was more
often tahen for granted. Financial arrangements played an invport
ant part in the formalities. The bride's dowry was agreed upon
and security given for its' payment, the Greeks made provision
for its return in case the woman was divorced without just cause
Among the Hebrews the man gave the woman a coin of small value
with the words, MBe thou wedded (or consecrated) to me" This lit-
tle cemony is of i terest since it appears to have been the
last vestige among the Hebrews of marriage by purchase. No relig
ious rites accompanied the business-like contract of betrothal.
The marriageable age was generally twelve for the girl
and thirteen for the boy. The wedding ceremony consisted of a num.
ber of formalities which indicated tl at the wife had passed from
the authority of the father to the authority of her husband.
1 .Goodsell-The Family
, pp 62, 63, 87, 88, 119.
I
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These cei^onies were not necessarily religious. The Roman "bride-
groom gave a coin of small value to symbolize the "bride had pass
ed under his hand. It is probable that this is the last relic
of purchase marriage. In most ca ses marriages were arranged by
fathers of the pair, and it often happened that the bride and
groom saw each other for the first time on their wedding day.
Carriage was looked upon as purely a family natter not under
the authority of religion or of the state.
The right of divorce was almost in every instance that
of the husband. The wife was regarded as his property and he
could divorce her almost at will. However there were certain
regulations to be observed. It was necessary for the Roman hus-
band to call a council of his wife's relatives and lay the mat-
ter before them, this ffii to protect the wife from injustice.
Also only certain causes were held as legitimate, adultery and
barreness v/ere the most common. Barrenness was recognized as a
just cause, because the fundamental purpose of marriage was to
perpetuate the worship of ancestors • L'ale children were espe-
cially desired because inheritance was through the male line,
property could not be acquired by wives or daughters. Barrenness
then suggests an economic influence in divorce.
However, divorce was not as common as it may seem. At-
tempts were made both by the state a.nd by the people themselves
to prevent its practice. Certain laws and customs v/ere recog-
nized* Failure to do so brought public opinion to bear upon the
husband. The Hebrews, established courts before which divorce
cases were tried. This encroached upon the privileges of the
husband and protected the woman from injustice. An alimony was
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sometimes demanded and the practice "became quite common. This
tended to curtail divorces. Women in order to save themselves
from "being cast off wovild procure exposed infants, in case of
barreness. Also a coimv.cn practice among the women was to give
their female s..ave to their husband, children "born in this way
were accounted as "belonging to the wife.
The status of divorced women varied among the groups.
Among the Hebrews a divorced woman was f^ee, she was no longer
responsible to her husband, and because she had been disposed
of by her father at marriage, she was no longer responsible to
him. If she had been divorced unjustly she could demand the
dowry. In remarriage she could marry whom she weld. Among the
Greeks the divorced woman was made to return to lie r fa ther 's
home and became again subject to her father and her brother.
Children of divorced parents remained v/ith their father unless
very small, i:< which case they went v/ith their mother, the fa-
ther paying for their keep until they arrived at a certain age.
The person of the. v/ife was completly under her husband'
control; and if the family were of good socia/ standing, she
would not leave her home without his permission. In the Greek
family it seems that the position of the wife must have been
little above that of her own children. Among the Hebrews the
property rights of the wife were limited. Her possessions at
marriage passed under the absolute control of her husband, who
also enj .yed an income and profits from the same • Only upon his
death were the properties returned to the widow. A v/ife oould
not inherit property from her husband, but the husband inherit-
1t
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ed his wife's property at her death. The wife's dowry was con-
sidered as provision for her support and, in part, for the siro
pert of such children as she should bea.r her husband. "The Ro-
man matron was mistress in her own household arrangements. The
marriage was a community in all affairs, and in the home "ut-
most diligence, reverence , and harmony prevailed. The wife sat
in the atrium, or principal hall, dispensing the wool to the
maid servants, and herself making the garments of her husband
and family* She did not cook or do what was regarded as menial
work. She dined with her husband, sitting whire he reclined,
while they were alone. She received the friends of her husband
and dined with t .en also. She walked in and out with great
freedom, and she nursed and brought up her own children. How-
ever the Roman wife was under complete control cf her husband,
and regarded as his property. Women, according to the opinion
of the early Romans were alv/ays children.
Slavery
.
The Slaves were regarded as part of the family. The
slaves were procured in various ways, by conquest and piracy,
exposed children who v/ere rescued and brought up to be profess-
ional dancers and flute players, and economic conditions some-
times forced a debtor to sell himself and his children to his
creditor. The condition of slaves was probably little inferior
to that of other members of the household. Slaves were the main
dependence for carrying on the agriculture, manufactures, and
trade. Slaves were largely used in the homes and were attend-
1.Donaldson - Woman, her Place and Influence in Ancient Greece
and Rome, pp 84, 85, 87.
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ants and often the teachers of children. As a result some of
them became skilled artisans and others t e best educated Lien
of their time. The si- ves were of different grades, from those
Who did the most menial tasks, to those who were on almost e-
qual terms with their masters. They v/ere hired "by one person
to another, and at times they obtained the right to hire them-
selves and even to purchase their own freedom. Female slaves,
unless they were private property of the wife, could be dispos-
ed of by the head of the house as concubines, either for himself
or his sons.
Functions of the Family*
In Greece, during the Homeric Age, the home was still
the nucleus of most of the industries of the community. On the
lands of the chiefs and their f ollowers were produced nearly
all the necessities required by the patriarchal family. Each
well-to-do household had its own cattle, sheep and goats; its
farm and grazing lands; its mill; its implements for convert-
ing raw materials into food and clothing. The nobly born v/ere
not ashamed to v/ork as carpenters or to make the various imp-
lements needed in household industry. Yet, although the family
was largely self-supporting, certain industries had been organ-
ized into crafts which were carried on outside the home. Such
were the trades of the carpenters, masons, smiths, and workers
in precious me tale.
By the fifth century the household had in many in-
stances ceased to be an economic unit. Only on the country e-
states of the rich, where large numbers of slaves v/ere employ-
« «
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ed, do we find grain threshed and ground, grapes and olives
pressed into wine and oil, "bread and cakes "baited in the family
ovens, and all the processes concerned with the making of wool-
len and linen cloth, and fashioning it into garments carried on
"by the members of the household. Specialized lebor ha.d appeared
and was functioning in many industries. In the fifth century
conditions v/ere at work to withdraw from the household a good-
ly number of i industries which had for centuries been carried
on within its walls. However it would be a serious mistake to
regard the well-to-do- Greek woman a"lady" in our modern econ-
omic sense, i.e. a consumer of the goods produced by the work-
ing class. Host Greek women s^un and wove the woollen if not
the linen garments worn by the slaves as well as the free wo-
men of the household, besides doing some of the family cooking.
In the homes of the wealthy, it is true, the women probably di-
rected these labors more than t ey shared in them*
^"Probably the early Roman households v/ere self-support-
ing the father furnishing the food supplies of grain, green
vegetables, and legumes, and the raw wool and flax which were
prepared within the ho se by the matron and her few family
slaves. In Imperial times most of the trades and industries
of Rome and the latin cities v/ere controlled by slaves or freej-
men; the former supplying all the varied needs of the wealthy
household, and the latter selling their wares in shops. Every
Roman of wealth and assured social standing attempted to main-
tain at least two households — a city home and a villa in the
country. As town ana country houses grew more and more spacious
1.Goodsell-The Family , pp 123, 143-46
I- * (
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and luxurious, the number of slaves required tc manage them
vastly increased. The villa of a wealthy Roman was a haven of
rest and the source of supply of most of his daily wants - a
highly organized economic institution independent of most of
the outside sources of industry and supply. Division of labor
existed among the slaves; many families boasted their own tail-
ors, spinners, weavers, hairdressers, and frequently physic-
ians and surgeons. The lavish provision for slave labor render-
ed it quite unnecessary for the mistress of such a household
to ply her earlier, honorable task of spinning and weaving or
even to direct the work of the slaves. Thus there appeared in
Rome the pleasure loving "lady 1
,
1 with little to do except beau-
tify her person and attend the circus, theatre, and banquets.
Although women of wealth and social position had be-
come mere consumers of the goods produced by the slaves, the
wives of the middle class and the poor still performed their
household tasks as of old, feeding and clothing their families,
by their own efforts, assisted perhaps by a few slaves.
'"In the Hebrew family, within each separate household
division o£ labor as in primitive time was based u on. sex. The
man pursued agriculture or trade and followed such political
and religious duties as devolved upon him as a citizen and head
of a family. In his home v/ere carried on various productive in-
dustries all under t:.e direction of the Hebrew housewife. The
households of Israel in Old Testament times v/ere well-nigh
self-supporting. To her other duties the Hebrew woman added the
solemn obligatinn of preparing all food used by the family in
l.Goodsell, pp 71-73.
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strict accordance with ritual law. Host Hebrew families owned
hand-mills which were usually worked by slaves, or, in poorer
homes "by two women of the family. The luxuries of the Greek and
Roman homes do not appear among the Hebrews. The Hebrew woman is
honored tWB economic value, rather than he 3 social position.
^ Among the Hebrews the home was the only educational
institution for the masses of the people until the time of Chris
and the parents were the chief teachers. In the hands of the
father reposed great power with respect to the training of his
children and the direction of their lives. The father wcs assis-
ted by the mother who took an active part in the boy's training
until he was five years old. The mother tau
;
ht the child prayers
and passages from the Books of Moses. After his fifth birthday
the boy came more directly under the care of his father, who
inr true ted him in the I'osaic law and such portions of the Tal-
muu as was essential for every Israelite to know. Furthermore
trade v/as a mea-s of livelihood. It was also customary for the
ancient Hebrews to employ "artisan masters" for the instruction
of their sons
.
About the beginning of the Christian era schools were
established in the towns and villages, attendance was compulsory
for children at t e ages of six and seven. Language and mathe-
matics were studied in these schools.
The Jewish girls were educated in ritual law to enable
them to conduct their own households properly. That their edu-
cation was designed for any other purpose there is so»k^ doubt
.
Occasionally a foreign lavage was taught the Jewish girl, us-
ually Greek. Young women of ever, rank were educated in home
economics
.
l.Goodsell, pp 73-76
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The Hebrew family then was a school of great moral
and social value. The Jewish household was a strongly knit or-
ganization, with well defined social, religious, economic, and
educational functions.
1-The Greek child of well-to-do parents v/as nurtured
chiefly "by slaves. Boys and girls remained under the care of
nurses and mothers until the sixth and seventh years and were
brought up in close association. At seven years the lives of
sisters and "brothers bep;in to diverge. Under the charge of his
pedagogue, the "boy was sent to palaestra and music school and
later to the public gymnasium to receive a carefully planned
education, terminating for the favored youth only with his lega
majority, which v/as designed to fit him for full citizenship.
All the "boy's education from this time forward was carried on
outside the family; there is no evi„. _nce of regular home in-
struction af er the boy had reached school age.
While her brother's education v/as thus proceeding,
the Greek girl was leading a highly restricted life, rarely
leaving the home, and receiving no definite instruction save
in home economics. The family exercised a valuable influence
in shaping the moral and religious nature of boys and girls.
Punishment was meted out for infractions, and instruction
given in moral conduct.
2
For several centuries after the mythical founding of
Rome the home was the only institution directly concerned with
the education of the youth. Vithin its revered precincts the
child was nurtured in rigorous simplicity and trained in the
l.Goodsell-104-07.
2. Ibid 125-29.
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hardy virtues and habits of industry and self-control, which
vrete of the utmost value to the family and the state. There v/as
far more of true family life and spirit in tie early Roman home
than in the Greek. Roman parents did not commit their children
to the care of slaves. Every Roman mother in the ancient times
nursed and reared her own offspring. Boys were instructed
first "by the mother, later by the father in those family and
/•TV
civic virtues of frugality, self-control, gravi ty
,
piety, cour
age, and loyalty to the state upon which the Ronans set so much
value. There w&c little or no intellectual education in this
early time.
after his early moral education at the knee of his
mother tl e boy, at about six or seven years of age, became the
constant companion of hie fat er; who took his son about with
him from place to lace as his duties on the farm and in the
military field or forum demanded. The boy received his training
in the school of life. However the training was carefully look-
ed after.
Although little is said about the education of the
girls in this early period, it is certain that they received
a careful ho2T»e training in their future duties. Also the girls
v/ere sent occasionally to private elementary schools.
Id imperial times the Roman father and mother showed
a disposition to turn over their children to the slaves who act«
ed as teachers. It was not uncommon to find among those slaves
selected as instructors those who v/ere immoral and little bet-
ter than ignorant. Parents took little or no responsibility in
directing the education of their children, either morally or
l.Goodsell, pp 146-50.
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intellectually. This condition was especially characteristic
of families of wealth,
Affcer the Punic wars the grammar school and the rhe-
torical school for training orators and statesmen, "both model-
led after Greek institutions, gained a foothold in Rome, Roman
education from the time of Horace was carried on largely out-
side the home, and had become more and more literary and intel-
lectual in character.
The Roman girl's early education was usually in the
hands of a Greek slave girl. It is probable t- at only daughters
of the higher clnss received much intellectual training. Music
and dancing were held to be Important parts of a girl f s educa-
tion. Only in the homes of the middle class were daughters giv-
en the old training in home economy. When the girl had reached
her thirteenth year her parents began to seek a husband for her.
v
THE FAMILY IB THE MIDDLE AGES
Economic condition of the period*
Politically the middle ages were characterized "by
feudalism, economically "by the manorial system. The term
feudal system is generally used to designate both expressions.
The feudal system originated among the Germanic peo-
ples, who v/ere the most important races of the middle ages. The
system seems to have taken its rise partly from the practices
of the Romans and the invading tribes, the conquerors parcel-
ing out the subdued territory in various ways. By military in-
cursions into Frankish territory
,
by these Germanic tribes, the
system was planted there. In France the growth was remarkable.
This was due to the weakness of the king who granted holdings
of land to free men in return for military services. The system
was introduced into England from France by the Normans.
Rich vassals of the king sublet parts of their hold-
ings to those who v/ere termed sub-vassals or sub-tenants. These
sub -vassals were obligated to tl e king only indirectly through
the feudal lord to whom he owed allegiance, or •feudal service.
^Feudalism also grew out of the internal disorder of
the middle ages. In times of great confusion it was necessary
tl'jat the dif "erent classes living in the same region should
band themselves together for protection. It sometimes happened
that owners of small estates would voluntarily put their land
in the hands of an overlord in order to enjoy the protection
this arrangement gave.
l.Herrick- History of Industry and Commerce, pg 129.
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The authority of the lords naturally increased and
their position became hereditary. With this change new classes
appeared. The king formed the first class; the spiritual princes,
"bishops, and immediate abbots constituted the second; the lay
princes, dukes, landgraves, margraves , and immediate counts the
third; those barons or rich landed proprietors, who owed fealty
to no one, but yet on account of their limited rights or posses-
sions were the vassal of the emperor, the fourth; those freemen
who stood in the Baste relation to the princes, the fifth; the
vaisals of the former and the servants of the princes, the sixth;
and the possessors of the small fiefs, the seventh.
•*The ur.it of the manorial system was the village and
the outlying fields which were used for tillage and pasture.
The manorial vil age consisted of a manor house, and residences
of those who worked on the lands outside, the homes of a few
or - isans , a mill and a church. The manor was practically inde-
pendent of the outside world.
The inhabitants of the manorial villages were mostly
serfs. They were slaves to the soil and inherited their status.
The serf could not forsake his village nor escape his status,
and an attempt to do either made him an outlaw.
Manors had little to do with one another or the out-
side world* It sometir.es happened that one manor had an abun-
dance of food while one adjacent was reduced to direst distress
from lack of food. Th. conditions of life were also unsanitary
and tended to a high death rate.
Towns took their rise in many cases from aanors enjoy-
ing special advantages. The need for greater protection. led to
1,Herrick- History of Commerce and Industry, pp 130-32.
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lar.^e numbers living within the walls of a given town. The for-
mation of these larger towns was a forward step in industrial
progress. The -people engaged in specialized forms of industry,
and each group "became more and more independent of other groups.
The lord of the manor had control of the serfs. Of them
he required certain dues and services. Wardship entitled the
lord to the use of lands during the minority of the ward. The
lord also had a right to choose a husband for the female ward
at the age of fourteen; if she refused to accept the one chosen,,
the lord had the use of her service and her property until she
was twenty-one. Then he could dispose of her lands as he chose t
and refuse consent for her to marry.
Form of the Family.
The family was monogamic. The wife of the feudal lord
and her equal associates were placed on a high plane • The fam-
ily in no wise represented the patriarchal family nor the mod-
ern family. The head of the family stood alone, independent of
every form of government • With a few members of his family he
lived in his castle far removed from serfs and vassals. While
among the Greek, Roman, and Hebrew families the slaves were con-
sidered as members of the family, in feudal timet- they were look-
ed upon as p operty. Kinship as a rule was traced through "both
the father and the mother. Children "born out of wedlock had no
right of inheritance, since they were not acknowledged as mem-
bers of their father 1 s kin.
^The father's powers of life and death over his off-
spring were limited. Once a child was admitted to the family
of the father and mother, the father wai. under obligation to
l.Goodsell, pg 182.
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protect him. If he were slain his death was avenged by a pave-
ment from the family to which the slayer "belonged, two-thirds
of the payment was made "by the fat:: r's kin and one-third "by
the mother's kin. If a father died "before his children had
reached their majority, the father's kin assumed all rights of
guardianship as far as property was concerned. Among the Anglo-
Saxons however, tie actual control of the children was left with
the Bother.
An Anglo-Saxon parent could not sell his child into
slavery after he was seven years old, and before that age only
under pressure of necessity. On the continent , however , the Ger-
manic tribes apparently did not curtail the father's power to
dispose of his offspring. As late as the thirteenth century
we have indications that a German could sell his wife and child
in time of famine. Also the father ha d the right to administer
the property received by his children from their maternal kin-
dred; and with the right of administration went the right to
use the fruits of that property. Only among the Anglo-Saxons
v/as the father forbidden to control his son's earnings.
Status of Women.
The medieval theory as to the position of women was
an inconsistent and contradictory thing; it taught simultan-
eously her superiority and her inferiority. Two groups were in
continuous debate over the problem, e.g. the church and the
aristocracy; they were agreed as to the subjection of women,
^efore the middle ages were brought to a close woman had been
elevated to a position of honor, she lacked little of being
worshiped. As a factor in raising the position of women, too
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much importance must not be attached to the idea of chivalry.
Chivalry was the limited ideal of a small aristocratic caste,
and it is impossible not to feel that it was little more than
a veneer. "4?he duties of tie knights were entirely relative. They
were duties of the soidier and tie vassal, and reciprocally those
of a suzerain also, a wc an was always under guardianship; the
natural warden was the father; at marriage the wardship passed
to ti e husband. The com on law is voiced thus "by a draiua.tic
character: "I will "be master of what is ray own. She is my goods,
my chattels; she is ny house
,
my household stuff, my field, my
"barn,. ray horse, my ass, ray ox, my anything?
In fact, according to the testimony of "both the legal
documents and the poems, the knights were far from "being defend-
ers of women and the helpless; they were on the contrary, their
oppressors, despots, and executioners. They killed unarmed men
without mercy, and "burned nuns in their convent, V/omen were
fought over and carried off as legitimate prey of the stronger.
A knight defended t'.em only to possess them.
3
In the later middle ages a practical equality pre-
vailed "between men and women. This equality was as marked in
the feudal as in the wording classes.
Marriage was not the lot of every woman during the
middle ages. The independent spinster was as coo on t en as in
our day. Iledieval recorus are full of these indepenae.;L woraen.
A glance at any manorial 'extent 1 will show women villeins and
cotters living upon tl eir lit le holdings and rendering the
same service for them as men; some were widows, "but many obvi-
1.Munro o: Se lie ry
-
h e d i evg 1 Civilization
, pg 245
2. Galho--n-3oci.cl History of xhe American .V- mil.y , Yol I, pg 17.
5.Power-Position of ./omen in "Legacy of the Middle *;:es *fvv 408-53
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ously unmarried. The unmarried d^Ug] ters of villeins could al-
ways find work \o do upon their f ther's acres, and could hire
out their strong arms for a wage to weed and hoe and help with
the harvest. Women performed almost every kind of agricultural
labor with the exception of heavy ploughing. Thy often acted
as thatchers 1 assistants, and on -many manors they did the great-
er part of the sheep-shearing; whiie tie care of the dairy and
the poultry was always in their hands.
In the towns the women carried on a great variety of
trades. Of the five hundred crafts sheduled in medieval Paris
at least five v/ere monopolized "by the women* And in a lar e num-
bex of other trades women were employed as well as men. In all
the great cloth making districts, Florence, the Netherlands,
and England, women cc.'.id be found carrying out the preliminary
processes of manufacture . Spinning was the regular occupation
of women and t e spinster's habitual means of support. Other
food producing and textile industries were also largely prac-
ticed by women, and domestic service provided a career for many,
l.'evert} eless , tbis equality of men and women in the labor mar-
ket was liriited. Many craft regulations excluded female labor,
chiefly because the competition of women undercut the men.
If feudal marriages submitted women complexly to tleir
fiefs they could inherit and nolo land, honours, and offices
like men, and are found fighting for their own rights like men.
Widows, in their own right, or as guardians of infant sons, of-
ten enjoyed great power. When the nobility went forth upon a
crusade it was their wives who managed tl eir affairs at home,
superintended the farming, interviewed. t3 e tenants , and saved
up money for t - e next assault. When a lord was taken prisoner
(c
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it was his wife who collected the ransom.
The feudal lady was encouraged to take part in such
forms of recreation as yUere suitable to Iier station. In fair weath
er she went hawking and followed other similar sports. In foul
weather she regained indoors with other ladies of her age and
rank, played games and told stories. The well educated woman
was expected to have a good supply of stories and tales at her
finger-tips
.
It is true that woman was not legally "a free and
lawful"person . On the other hand she had a full share in the
private rights and duties arising out of the possession of land
and played a considerable part in industry. SociaA and economic
conditions demanded that a wife should always he able to perform
her husband's duties as well as her own.
Carriage
.
^"During the middle ares the custom of marriage passed
through a series of changes .^Wife purchase and wife capture were
practiceu in early medieval times. There is ample evidence in
the early folk laws to show that women were openly bought in
marriage. This practice continued until the tenth century. The
Anglo-Saxon lav; of AEtheltert, • dating about 600 A.D., runs as
follows: "If one buys a maiden, let her be '"bought with the price,
if it is a fair bargain; but if there is deceit, let him take
her hor.e again and get back the price paidV To avoid misunder-
standing the Anglo-Saxon laws of the early ninth century con-
veniently fixed the price of the woman sought in marriage at
1.Detailed discussion in Howard, Vol 1, Chapters 6oc7
2.Goodsell-The Family
, pp 188-195.
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300 schillings* MTo "buy a wife" was a common expres sion in
Germany throug- out the middle ages.
Among all Teutonic peoples there were two stages in
contracting marriage: (l). Beweddung, (2). Gifta. At first the
Eev/eddung was a business contract "between the fat i er of the
girl and the suitor, in which the suitor promised to pay the
father certain stipulated valuables in return for the girl,
Gifta v/as the handing over of the girl by the father to the
groom. By the tenth century the bride price was no longer paid
outright but had given place to arrha, a small sum of money giv-
en to the father by. the suitor as a guarantee of payment of the
full bride price at nuptials. In the cour* of time the arrha was
paid to the bride her Be If and ^probably owing to Roman influ-
ences, came :.uch later to take the forr: of the ring --the be-
trothal of modern times. Not only w as arrha , in one form or
another paid to the bride, but in the period from the sixth to
the ninth century the purchase money itself was gradually being
transformed into provision for the wife from the husband's prop-
erty in CGse he died before her. Certainly from the ninth cent-
ury onward the Beweddung v/as nothing but a formal contract or
wed to pay the bride price to the wife in case cf the husband's
death.
The gifta was the giving of the bride to the groom
by the father of the guardian. In early times the father hand-
ed ever his daughter to her husband together with certain arti-
cles symbolizing the transfer of power, over the person of the
woman. This practice continued in modified form until the close
of the middle ages.
1. Howard does not agree.
i
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It r.iist not "be understood that the church was a sil-
ent and inactive party to marriages in the middle ages. Gradu-
aily the church eared its way into the Marriage cer/vony until
it finally controller it . Even after the church "became the
dominating party the attit.de toward woman was literally un-
changed. For in the York ritual, from which our present rituals
h- ve "been copied, we find the woman vowing obedience to her hus
"band
.
^"A clandestine marriage was valid and "binding on the
parties though it rendered them liable to ecclesiastical cen-
sure, and, in case an impediment existed "between then, to ex-
communication. The priest taking part in such a match was pun-
crre
ishat'le "by suspension or corral penance. The prevalence of clan
..estine marriag s appears "by the frequency with which they v/ere
denounced and prohibited by the bishops. The cause of their
popularity is not far to seek. In the first place tie church
ceremony meant the paymer:'- of fees and the purchase of a ring,
an expense which weighed heavily on the poor. Next t^ere were
prohibited periods, amounting to nearly three months of the
year during which marriages could not be solemnized in church,
and those wishing to wed during these "close seasons" had to
do so clandestinely, unless they could afford to purchase a
dispeEsa tion. Children born in clandestine union were regarded
a s illegitimate, however, upon payment of the proper fees the
church v/ould re-solemnize trie marriage and thus legitimate the
issue born before.
The church's influence toward carriage is especially
s^en in the question of divorce. As the influence . f the church
1,Hooper-The Law of Illegitimacy, pg 34.
2.Goodsell-The Family, pp 202-206.
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increased, it became more difficult to secure divorces. Men
had the advantage over women in as: ing for separation. T v e
Bishop's court "became the ordinary tribunal for divorce cases.
Divorces of two sorts were granted by the Bishop's court under
certain conditions. First, the church employed the expression
divorti.m a vinculo matrimonii (divorce from the bonds of mat-
rimony) to designate a marriage as null and void because of cer-
tain impediments. Secondly, canon law permitted div ostium a
mensa et thoro (divorce from board and bed). With respect to
divortiim a vinculo there can be little doubt that the powerful
and well to do resorteci to it as a mea. s of terminating an un-
satisfactory marriage, and that the doors of fraud were thrown
open wide. In this connection Howard writes: "Before the Refor-
mation the voidance of alleged false wedlock on the ground! of
pre-contract or forbidden degrees of affinity, spiritual relat-
ionship, consanguinity, or on some other canonical pretext, had
become an intolerable scandal'.' Apparently money v/ould accom-
plish much in the ecclesiastical courts of the later middle ages.
In his work The Fami ly, Thwing characterises fcl annulment of
marriages as"a flourishing business of the i edieval church',' and
adds, "no exercise of its power yielded more money, or caused
more scandal'.'
^The bastard was regarded by law as the son of his
mother, but not the son of his father, and therefore suffered
the incapacity to in herit. A widow v/ho bore an illigetimate
son forfeited her dower. In the trade gild of the middle ages
the primary mode of acquiring admission to the fraternity was
1 .Hcouer
-
The Law of Illigetimacy
, pg . 82
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by inheritance as the son or daughter of a member, and this
involved proof of the legitimacy of the applicant. A person of
illegitimate "birth was regarded as a foreigner and was inelig-
ible for admission to the gild or corporation.
The iscue of a clandestine maiviage was considered
illegitimate. However a remarriage of tie parents "by a public
ceremony would legitimate such issue. To meet conditions of the
law ir regard to inheritance by such offspring death-bed marri-
ages were practiced.
Twq rules governed the children of mixed parentage:
(l) the child born in marriage between a freeman and a bond-
woman was free, and (2) the child of a ireewoman unmarried,
though begotten by a serf, was free. A bastard followed the con-
dition, of his mother, a legitimate child that of his father.
Home life.
*-Q,uite as truly as in primitive Palestine, Greece and,
Rome, the home of the early middle ages was the heart of the
industrial life of the com- unity. Nearly all the goods consum-
ed were manufactured by the membeis of each household for their
ov/n use. Before mills were constructed the women ground the rye
or wheat to flour bet7/een two stones. The flour was made into
^cakes which were baked in the fire made on the dirt floors of
the huts. In time a village mill, and a village oven came to
lighten the woman f s burdens. Barley was made into beer by each
family, and milk was turneu into cheese and butter. The men tan-
ned the hides of their cattle and cured pig-skins and sheep-shins
and made from them clothing, containers for liquids, harness,
and many. other useful things. Although the men's jerkins, hose
>
l.GoodsellTThe Family , pg. S07.
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and work aporns were of leather; for the most part, the women-
wore clothing of woollen cloth or linen made from hemp. These
textiles were woven in the home from yarn spun with a primitive
spindle, until the spinning wheel was invented, which was near
the close of the period. Ten fashioned stools, "benches, chests,
"bowls, spoons, platters, shovels, rakes, etc., from wood.
In the course of the middle ages many changes took
place even among people shut off from contact with the outside
worl^as v/ere the inhabitants of the manor. One change was the
shifting of some branches of industry from the strictly house-
system to the specialized system. These specialists were at
first itinerant, later they set up shops in their own homes in
which members of their own family labored, hence industry was
still domestic in character. This was the first step to the
gild system which was also domestic.
The gild system was domestic in character since the
industry was carried on in the h me of the na sterworkma n. The
wife and daughters of the mast. rworkman added the finishing
touches to the products. ",7omen as independent wage-earners out-
side t" eir own homes were rare in the middle ages. In the later
middle ages t ey were excluded from working in a .Large number
of craft gilds. In some gilds after the deatfe of the master"
his widow was expected to carry on h!s work. Very frequently
sons and daughters served as apprentices to their own parents
under the regulation of the gild.
Agriculture was the most important industry of the
middle ages. The manor, the unit of industry, contained from
six hundred to a thousand acres and a population of twenty to
<*
<
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fifty families. The inhabitants were almost entirely self-sus-
taining; in fact, the inhabitants were much like one great house-
hold as far as their economic relations v/ere concerned.
^Kot much can he said concerning the intellectual train-
ing of children during the early middle ages. Such education
was distinctly the exception and not the rule, be ve for those
children who .ere dedicated by their parents to the monastic
life. In the time of the good king Alfred (9th century), began
the custom of placing children in the houses of prominent nobles
and princes to be educated . Yet the brothers of Alfred could
not read nor write, and this was true of most other nobly born
children of the time. Such a weak and unmannly art as education
v/as left to t e monks and a few women. Later the AnrloW?xon
youths were sent to Normandy to he taught riding, hunting, fight-
ing, grooming horses, and serving tables in Norman castles.
In the hores of the early middle ages, then, such
training as the boys received was largely physical and moral.
2faOut of feudalism arose the custom by which the sons
and daughters of lesser knights v/ere sent to the castles of fam-
ous lords and churchmen to be educated. The education of the
boys v/as training in manly pursuits and ideals with the antic-
ipation of becoming a knight.
The education of the girls during this period was of
a practical nature and was received from the hands of the lady
of the castle. The instruction v/as in needle work, nursing, read-
ing, writing, language, and etiquette.
Among the nobility of the\ time there v/as a fondness
l.G odsellyThe Family
,
cp 214-15.
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for amusement and recreation. Servants discharged the labors
of the castle under t e supervision of the lady and her daugh-
ters # Games were played "by the ladies to pass the time. There
is sufficient evidence to lead us to "believe gambling was prac-
ticed among the women. Cards and dice afforded common amuse-
ment in England and Scotland in the later middle ages. Drink-
ing and quarrelling v/as com on at all these games "by both sexes.
In the households could "be found pets belonging to
the femine members. The selection was about as varied as that
in our modern homes, e.g. dogs, cats, birds, and etc.
Evenings were often passed in picnica or parties. We
have no record of what was done at these parties, but undoubted-
ly some sort of amusement was indulged in.
Hospitality was one of the characteristics of the
middle ages, ho one vns ever turned away from the door. The
stranger was always welcome, regardless of his social standing.
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THE XHGLISH FAMILY IE THE SEYEITTEEKTH AliU EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES
Economic and social conditions.
It is to be remembered that feudalism created certain
social clashes wherever it existed. With the decay of the feud-
al system the class "carriers were weakened, "but were not entire-
ly removed until the close of the seventeenth century. Society-
was sharply marked off into grades, each maintaining the precise
degree of prestige that "belonged to it and shutting its doors
to most applicants for admission from othei and lower social
ranks. Hot only was it next to impossible for every man to raise
his socio 1 class, hut it was exceedingly difficult for the la -
"boring man even to change his place of abode and his kind of
labor. This economic inflexibility and its unfortunate effects
upon the working-classes did not escape the observant members
of the English government. Towards the close of the seventeenth
century an attempt was made by the Qommons to alter the situ-
ation, but it failed, and the condition continued to exist
generations after the seventeenth century*
Roughly there were two classes during this peiiod: (l)
those who oerived tVeir income from the land, (2) those who
were supported by their own labor in one form or another. The
latter class constituted about four-fifths of the Eng_ish pop-
ulation in 1686.
A comparison of the two classes is given in "Letters
on the English haticn" by Angeloni (John Shebbeare ) ^"Plenty
burst forth to every view; a cleanliness unknown to the peas-
ants of any nation is visible in every village a wealth
1 .George-Social life in the Eighteenth Century . Reprinted fr om
Letters on t3 e English Nation by Angeloni.
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of which no people ever boasted is to "be found amongst the
farriers of this isle.... The peasant of Italy has a famished
mein and poverty, of aspect. The French the same or e . en worse,
they seem another race of mortals from the people of condition
in their respective countries; nothing of this hind appears in
England, all is of another caste.... The good sense of t e com-
mon peo ile is amazing to these strangers who visit t- is country:
in all conversstion where t" ey can be supposed to understand
the subject at all they show a degree of knowledge not to be
found amongest the peasants of any nation; the meanest laborer
has nothing to say in his favor...
"In London amongest the lower class all is anarchy,
drunkeness, and thievery; in the country good order, sobriety,
and honesty unless in manufacturing towns, where the resemblance
of London is more conspicious"
Prom the accounts current in that period it appears
that the working man's wage was so low that it was necessary
for all the members of the family to be employed in order to
live. Then it wds noted in "Reasons for the Late Increase of
the Poor Rates on a Comparative View of the Price of Labour and
Provisions, 1777" , " that the most industrious man, with only four
children end full empolyment, eannot live without abridging him-
self of common food or running ijito debt. ...How then is a man
to support himself and family who may have six, seven, or eight
children?"
The living condition of laborers in Berkshire in 1787
2is presented by Reverend David Davis in "The ^ase of Labours
in Husbandry": "In visiting the labouring families of my parish
1.Reprinted in George-Social Life in 18th Century, pg. 21.
2. Ibid, pg. 21.
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(1-arkham) as my duty led me, I could not "but observe witl. con-
cern their mean and distressed condition. I found then in gen-
eral "but indifferently fed; "badly clothed; some children with-
out shoes and stockings; verv few put in school; and most fami-
lies in debt to lit le shopkeepers. In short there was scarcely
any appearance of comfort about their dwellings, except that
the children looked tolerably healthy. Yet I could not attribute
the v.'retchedness I saw either to sloth or wastefulness. For I
knew that the farmers were careful that the "men should not want
employment; and had they been given to drinking, I am sure I
should have heard enough of it. And I commonly found the women,
when not working in the fields, well occupied at home; seldom
indeed earni-g money, but baking their bread, washing and mend-
ing their garments, and rocking the cradle.
4
"These poor people, in assigning the cause of their
misery, agreed ir. ascribing it to the high prices of the neces-
saries of life. 'Everything (said t ey) is so dear we can hardly
live V'
Toward the close of the eighteenth century after the
Industrial Revolution had gotten started, and the factory system
had begun to develop, people from the country flocked to the
cities for work. Congestion in living quarters was the result.
Arthur Young gives us an example of the housing in the towns:
•"Cottages are in general the habitation of the labourers, who
all swarm with children; and many have double, treble, and even
quadruple families. And in most parishes, view the parish cot-
tages with dozens of families in tl em. Reflect upon the vast
number of houses in towns, where poor families occupy only a
1.Young-Northern Tour,iv., pg.416- Reprinted in C-eorge-kocial
Life in the Eighteenth Century. PP 47-48.
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floor; where every room, from the cellar to the garret, lias each
a family; and in all cases it will he found that the actual res-
ident number will he found much higher than six or prohahly eight,
without reckoning sons and daughters who are ahsent in service;
and in some towns, small shops, with their one or two maids and
a lad, until rising you come from ten to forty and fifty and a
hundred in a house? These conditions were often aggravated hy a
shortage of cottages and high rent.
Because of the high prices whole families were employ-
ed in order to sake a living wage. Little regard was shown for
women and children, especially the children employed in the mills.
J. Aikin gives us an account of the working conditions in the
Manchester mills! -•The invention and improvement of machines to
shorten labour has had a suprising influence to extend our trade,
and also to call in hands from all parts, especially children
for the cotton mills.... In these* children of a very tender age
arc employed, many of them collected from the workhouses in Lon-
don and Westminister, and transported in crowds, as apprentices
to masters resident many hundred miles away, where they serve
unknown, unprotected, and forgotten hy those to sheis care nat-
ure or the lavs had consigned them. These chixdren are usually
toe long confined to work in close rooms, often during the whole
night: the air they breath from the oil, etc., employed in the
machinery, and other circumstances, is injurious; little regard
is paid to their cleanliness "
During this period the birth rate was high, but the
infant mortality rate was correspondingly high. The report of a
committee in 1767 showed that ®f a hundred children born in work-
l.Aikin-A description of the country from 30-40 miles around
Lanchester. Reprinted in George-Social Life in 18th Gent, pg 98
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houses in 1764 and 1765, only seventy survived. In 1754, 1755,
1761, and 1762, 1,419 children were apprenticed, and of that
number only thirty-six survived. It appears that children horn
in workhouses were apprenticed out to parishes, and later placed,
i.e. when they bad arrived at a certain age^ The committe who
investigated the conditions place the "blame on nurses who had
the babies in charge.
The foregoing illustrations represent conditions among
the masses . Conditions among the well-to-do classes correspond
to aristocratic conditions to-^ay.
Type of family.
^The type of family during the seventeen th and eight-
eenth centuries was patriarchal. A man's fa: .ily included not only
his wife and children, but all his servants and retainers, from
the chaplin, v/ho conducted service daily in the chapel of the
great house, down to the humblest kitchen wench* The servants
of a noble family were most frequently drawn from the neighboring
respectable tenantry and were treated not as hirelings, but as
humbler members of t' e household whose interests v/ere identified
with those of t eir employer . Servants followed the heads of
families abroad in times of civil war ana exile, and v/ere frequent-
ly remembered in the wills of those they had loyally served. In
consequence of the personal interest in their welfare shown by
master and mistress, the servants showed a devotion to the fam-
ily and its interests,
ilarriage
•
3Little change was affected during this period in the
conception of marriage as fundamentally a contract to secure so-
1 .Common Jpurnals-Reprinted-George
-
Social Life in 18th Century
,
pp. 33-34
.
2.Goodsell-The Family
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cial and economic "benefits . A contract was arranged in most cases
by the parents. It appears that a prevailing custom was to r.ir-
ry women for their dowries. In the literature of the day there
is much advice to young men to make certain of the dovpy, "be-
cause nothing can be bought in the market without money 1.' Toward
the close of the eighteenth century many writers are found declar
in themselves against t: e practice.
During the reign of .^ueen Anne a» marked disinclination
on the part of young men to marry became very noticeable . This
tendency was perhaps caused by a new custom of marriage settle-
ments introduced at this time. A ^.enerous jointure was secured
to the bride on the death of her husband and "pin-money" was al-
lowed her during her lifetime. If the pin-money were large enough
a wife might be made economically independent of her husband;
hence the custom was very unpopular.
Clandestine marriages were so freque.t in the eighteen
th cent ry^ as to constitute a grave scandal. During the reign of
v/i iiiam ttt (1689*1702) a law was passed requiring a five -shill-
ing duty on marriage licenses and imposing a fine of one hundred
pounds on any person who marrieu a couple without a license. Cer-
tain churches were declared "lav/less" because in them couples
of legal age could be married with no preliminary formalities.
In trie early reign of Anne, clergymen imprisoned in
the Fleet for debt, began their infamous trade of marrying what-
ever couples presented themselves, without requiring either banns
or license. These impecunious gentlemen bcklly advertised their
willingness to unite all corners in matrimony for a small sum.
Even when couples did not seek to evade the law, pri-
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vate marriages seem to have "been very popular in the age of ^i,ueen
Anne. Doubtless this mode of tying the matrimonal knot was fav-
ored "because the chief parties CfttiXd thus avoid the noisy and
expensive festivities that accompanied a public marriage in the
eighteenth century England*
Doubtless marriage was made very easy for every one
of legal age during this period, Any hoy 'of fourteen and girl
of tv/elve who desired to escape partial discipline and lead a
'free" life might he indissoluhly joined in the bonds of matri-
mony without their parents consent and little expense. The ad-
vert isment of a Haspstead chapel was designed to fill the coffers
of -the chapel at the expense of unthinking couples,Jt read:"As
there are many weddings at Sion Chapel, Ilampstead; five Shillings
only is required for all the Church fees of any couple that are
married here, providing they bring with them a license or Certif-
icate, according to the Act of Parliament
8
Divorce in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
Wat no dlffernet than during the middle ages. The church was the
dominant influence in both marriage and divorce. Literature of
the day is filled with arguments favoring divorce, but until the
reign of Henry viii the church continued its hold on divorces.
Milton charged t] e church for its attitude on the grounds of
"revenue and high authority anfi further declared that divorce
was a matter of the civil courts and not of the ecclesiastical
courts. The attitudes of tv e various writers on the subject is
influenced by their attitude toward women* Hilton strongly de-
fended divorce , and held a low conception of woman.
Status of wome1|
Despite the subordinate position held by women and
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tl e attitude of some prominent men of the day, it would "be a
mistake toj&ssuume that women were lieId in low esteem through-
out the whole of this period. In the early seventeenth century
woman was spoken of as the "virtuous housewife 'J
After the Restoration of Charles II (1660 ) a change
cane over the spirit of English society, a least among the wealthy
and high "born. Men and iroinen "became infected with the feverish
gayety and low moral ideals cf the court; they abandoned the qui-
et of their country estates for the excitements of fashionable
life in London. Q,uite often women were as t J ivolous and in some
instances as vicious as the men.
During the eighteenth century woman was on a pedestal.
The wife of the noble lived a life of eaie, She lad her break-
fast in bed, maids waited on her, she rode in her own carriage,
and shared amuseiiients with her friends of equal standing.
The home
.
It would be fitting to say something of the homes in
which the people lived. Housing conditions among the poor have
already been noted. There is a great contrast between the homes
of the poor and the rich.^To Sir John Evelyn we are indebted
for a description of the furnishings of a manor house in the
closing years of the Stuarts:
"They had cupboards of ancient useful plate, whole
chests of Holland sheets, (white as snow) a,nd fragrant of rose
and lavandar for tl e bed; and the sturdy oak bedstead, and fur-
niture of the home, lasted one whole century; the shovel board,
and other long tables, both in hall and parlour, were as fixed
as the freehold; nothing was moveable save j oynt-stools , and
1 . 5 o o d s e 11
-
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"black jacks, silver tankards and "bowls....
"Tilings of use were natural, plain and wholesome;
nothing was superfluous
,
nothing neces§\ry wanting
The architecture of the dwellings underwent a series
of changes during the period. The materials and styles were of-
ten imported from the continent.
Home industry.
Little industry was carried on in the homes of this
period. The invention of pov/er machinery had made possible fac-
tories in which goods, formerly manufactured in the household
and on the manor, w re produced. Market* were quite com on and
many things were secured there, while "bread and pasteries were
"bought at "bakeries. Of course some hand needle v/ork was done in
the home, and was considered of superior quality. But in a gen-
eral way all industry as such had disappeared from the home.
Amusements and luxuries.
Perhaps it was this relief from industrial responsi-
bility that called in^to existence the amusements of the day.
Theatres were operated with good profit, and amusement parks v/ere
well attended. Sunday, for the masses, was a holiday, the city
dwellera went to the country for picnics, and those in the coun-
try attended the amusements in the city, ^ny games and sports
were follow. d, including hunting, cricket, boxing, tenuis, bil-
liards, and many others. Eetting was practiced by many of the
spectators at many of the games
.
A great show of luxury, reaching the point of extrav-
agance, is set forth by contemporary writers. The children of
the rich were"*" " taught everything but the management of the house'.'
l.Of Monopoly and the Reform of Manners 1795 Reprinted in
George-Social li fe in t e hi ]. t c:ith Century , pg. 113.
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The extravagence of dress decended to the inferior
classes of trade snen and mechanics . "You daily see the lamp-
lighter trimming his lamps with silk stockings on, and the daugh-
ters are, in est instances, sent to hoarding sciools"
Children.
The child of the wealthy parents received less of the
mother f s personal care than in previous periods. The nurse be<*
came an important figure in tie well-to-do households of the time
and exercised a control ouer the children, "both hoys and girls,
which was all hut supreme. Although this nursery government
ceased for the hoy when he was seven years old, it frequently
continued for the girl until she .as carried
.
While still in the nursery, English children laid the
foundation for their education unuer the guidance of nurse and
mother. At two years of age the child was taught the a lpha.be
t
from wooden "blocks with letters printed on them, —an invention
of the sixteenth century.
After nursery days were past the education of hoys,
and likewise t. e girls (so far as they received any) was fre-
quently intrusted to a private tutor. These tutors were generally
nothing move than minstrels who wandered about tie country. Their
chief subject was one of the languages, this they had learned
in their travels. De Foe charges the parents of the age of plea-
sure seeking and neglect of their own offspring. Those parents
who did not secure the service of a tutor sent their children
to fashionable boarding schools where they were taught a mere
smattering of the subjects offered. The education of the girls
in domestic affairs was neglected for training in social graces
and in the supremely important art of getting a husband.
l.Goodsell-The family
, pp. 332-38.

TEL FAMILY IN THE- AMERICAN COLONIES,
Economic features of the period.
Political and economic as well as religious reasons
were responsible for the first colonization of the Hew World ;
although the first two motives operated more largely in the
founding of Virginia and later in the first New England colonies.
However Puritanism was an economic phenomenon, and we may there-
fore give politic 1 and economic causes as the two reasons for
colonization.
Status of worsen.
"*"It would "be supurfluous to recount the trials and the
hardships of t e early settlers. We hear little, however, of the
contribution of the women in the first colonies. But the women
were as undaunted by danger and suffering as were the men, and
their contribution in helpfulness wae of the most practical and
energetic sort. New England women helped their husbands build
their first log houses, and later set to work to furnish them.
The wives of the first Pennsylvania settlers assisted in digging
the caves on the high banks of the Delaware that served as their
first homes.
It is not to be expected that the English colonist
of America would all change at once their customary ideas and
practices to womankind. These men, Cavaliers and Puritans alike,
the
had been reared amid authorative traditions of/intellectual, so-
cial and legal, inferiority of women. These traditions were nat-
urally brought v/ith them to the land of their adoption. There-
fore it is necessary only to recall that married women were con-
trolled, both ir. perscn and in property, by their husbands, whom
1 .Goodsell-The Family
, pg . 545.
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they were "bound to serve and obey* They were in legal phrase sub
potestate viri under the power of the husband--be it remember?
ed that the husband held the purse strings. Even the clothing
and ornaments of a married woman belonged to her husband dur-
ing his life time, and might be disposed of as he saw fit; where
as her chattels, or property in money and moveables of any sort,
became his absolute property, as did also his wife's earnings.
It should be noted, however, that a wife might in-
herit property from a third person, although the hasband at once
assumed its cc: trol and enjoyed its profit as long as the marri-
age continued. Only if her husband died before her was the widow
granted the management of her property,
o
In the New England colonies little encouragement was
given to independent women (i.e. single women and widows) to
take up and develop lands.
The Southern and Middle colonies were more hospit-
able to independent women settlers. Haddonfield , New Jersey, v/as
settled by a young woman, Elizabeth Had. on by name, who came to
the colony when she was nineteen years old. She managed her
father 1 8 extensive lands with remarkable judgment.
3In the Southern colonies, especially in Virginia, the
scarcity of women during the early days of the settlement caused
them to be held in high esteem.
Type of family.
The patriarchal type of family v/as held by all the
colonies; but greater rigidity was Tjracticed among the Puritans
of New England than among the fellow colonists of the South.
Marriage
.
In marriage igQ^5^^SjNtv^%iTVn the main a matter of
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
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mercenary calculation was considered. However, the matter of
choice and couttship were practiced in most localities. Cotton
leather writes of an incident of his own life when he was courted
"by a certain maiden, who ardently sought his hand in marriage.
Parents on occasions interfered in the marriage plans
of their children, hut not always . The Connecticut law as late
as 1756, recognized the right of parents to dispose of their
children in marriage. But parents were not, indeed, legally
supreme over their children's espousal.
^"The European tendency of mercenary marriage was car-
ried over to the New "World. Captial was naturally in urgent de-
mand. Carriage was accorded a matter-of-fact treatment. The
crassly monetary philandering of Judge Sewall illustrates splend-
idly the mercenary spirit prevailing the match-making of the New
2
Englanders* In 1712 we find him planning a match "between his
daughter Vary and the young Samuel Gerrish. So he dines with
&is father and "discourses" with him"about my daughter Hary'e
portion. I stood for making 500 pounds doe: "because now 'twas
in six parts, the Land was not worth so much. He urged for 600
pounds. At last he would split the 50 pounds. Finally February
20 I agreed to charge the house rent and difference of money,
and mahe it up to 600 pounds'J
°The worthy magistrate was not less thrifty in manag-
ing his own courtships, never for a moment allowing mere senti-
ment to get the better of prudence . From the outset he was lucky;
for in 1676, according to tradition, he received as a dowry with
his first wife, Hannah Hull, her weight in pine tree shillings.
1 .Calhoun-Social History of the American Family
,
Vol 1. pp 56-59.
2.Howard- history of i-atrimon ial Institutions, Vol 2. pg. 204.
3. Ibid- pp. 204-209,
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After her death he "bargained with the Widow Winthrop, promising
"to give" her "Two (Hundred) and Fifty Founds per annum, during
her life, ij it should please God to take me out of this world
"before her'.' But the widow refused to accept his offer, v/hereupon
he married the Widow Tilley who died less than a year later. With-
in six months he was "bargaining with a Mrs Gibbs of Newton. In
his diar;, he says: "I roue to Newton in the Coach, and visited
Mrs. Gibbs. Spake of the proposals I had intimated per Mr. H.
Gibbs (her son); for 1 er Sons to "be hound to save me harmless
as to her Administration; and to pay me 100 pounds provided their
Mother died "before me: I to pay her 50 pounds per annum during
her Life, if I left her a widow. She said ftwas hard, she knew
not how to have her children hound not to pay that Sum; she might
dye in a little time. Mr. Cotton, whom she called spake to the
same purpose, spake of a Joynture. I aaid I was peremptory as
to the indemnifying Bond; Offered to take up with that alone,
and allow her forty pounds per annum"
The "bargainings of the Judge may be taken as a fair
example of the mone tary aspect of marriage in colonial New Eng-
land.lAs a matter of fact the colonists were a close-fisted, bar-
gaining race; and in no respect perhaps were they more prudent
than in their matrimonial transactions . Sometimes very careful
contracts were executed in court regarding the property rights
of the future husband and wi.e. Often before betrot al and in-
variably before wedlock an exact arrangement was made between
the parents touching the marriage portion on either side. The
••higgling of dowries? suggests Wee den, was one of the most sing-
ular practices of New England life. Even paupers were provided
1.Howard- History of hatrimonal Institutions
, Vol 2, pg. 203.
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a marriage portion at the county's charge*
^The useful function of widows in colonial economics
appears in fraak words of one worthy who says,
"Our uncle is not at present a"ble to pay you or any
ot? er he ov/es money to. If he was able to pay he would J they
must have patience till God enable him. As his wife died in mercy
near twelve months since, it may "be he my get light of some rich
widow that may ake him capable to pay; except God in this way
raise him he cannot pay you or anyone else 'J
We have ample evidence that fashionable courtship was
permeatec by a constantly economic spirit . Ha ppy husbands were
ready to sue their fathers -in- law if t: e$ proved too tardy or
remiss in the matter of t e bride's portion. For years Edward
Palmer worried the Winthrops about their sister's (his first wife'
dowry, long after he had taken his second v/ife.
'"Ereach of promise sometimes occurred. Suits seem to
have been rare; but cases were sometimes brought against both
men and women, and there are evidences of damage assessed in be-
half of men as well as of women. Such episodes suggest the econ-
omic element in marriage.
The early records of Hew England abound in notices
of suits for breach of promise. The colonists were a litigious
people; and members of some of the best families did not hesitate
to .rag their matrimonial difficulties into court. Sometimes a
parent joined with his aggrieved child in seeking reparation;
as when "Richard Silnester in the behalfe of his daughter, and
Dinah Silnester in behalfe of herself" recovers twenty pounds
1 .Calhoun-Social History of the American r_mily
, VoULJp 56-59
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and costs from John Palmer," for acting fraudulently against
the said Diaah, in not performing his engagement to her in point
of marriage 1.'
The proceedings of the Massachusetts courts contain
the records of many similar suits under a variety of conditions.
Some are ordinary cases of breach of promise. In 1735 a woman
was awarded two hundred pound: and costs at the expense of her
betrothed who after ji..ting her had married another, although
he had first beguiled her into deeding him a piece of land "worth
100 pounds'.1
Puritan lovers did not always hesitate to prosecute
their parents for refusing mar. iage when permission had once been
given. In this way Richard Sutton alleges "against Hoses Symonds
and Sarah, hie wife, and Elizabeth, theire daughter, that she,
the said Elizabeth hath made a promise of marriage unto him, and
is hindered by the parents.... from proceeding with her therin'.'
The court decided that Hoses ought to pay the said Richard "the
surr.e of three pounds, for satisfaction for his time and charges
spent about the promised
These illustfations v/ould seem to show that the blight-
ed hopes and affections of New England lovers were not judicially
reckoned at an extorionate figure, hut those were days of "small
change" in all domestic affairs.
The entrance into matrimony was well guarded in colon-
ial New England. The law required previous publication, parental
consent, and registration, hew Hampshire was an excer)tion and
made possible "unpublished" marriage for such as would pay two
guineas for a license. Considerations of revenue were the spring
4
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of this radicalism* Some times parsons kept a stock of these li-
censes on hand for issue to eloping couples at a small profit.
The Hew Hampshire law was an exception in another way. Through-
out the remaining part of New England civil marriage was "both
custom and the only legal form. Hismsters were forbidden to per-
form the cermony or to speak on £he occasion. As late as 1685 a
Huguenot clergyman was 1 aleu into court for solemnizing marriage
in Boston.
"^Colonial laws and practices with respect to absolute
divorce, and separation from bed and board, show marked differ-
ences In Hew England where the idea of civil marriage was so
deeply rooted, it is not suprising to learn that civil divorce
was likewise sanctioned and provided for. Host of the decrees
granted were on the ground of adultery on the part of the hus-
band. The practice of granting separations on the grounds of
cruelty, desertion or failure to provide became more frequent
pduring the late colonial period. In a few cases, after 1692,
the county court of general sessions of tie peace is found
granting separate maintenance. Th s in 1710/11, on petition of
Elizabeth Godd^rd, two men were appointed to e. amine certain
acco nts of her husband John, and to "take into their hands for
the use of the Petitioner what shall appear to be due to him"
In 1725 Dorothy , " the wife of John Jackson of Boston, Starchmaker
asks for separate maintenance, alleging that her husband had ut-
terly refuse-, to provide for he. support, and that she"would run
the hazzard of her life in case she should attempt to enter in-
to his house'J The court ordered Jackson to take his wife home,
support her according to his ability, "and keep his Hajesty's
1.Goodsell-The Family
, pp. 377-379.
2.Howard-Vol. 2, pp 540-41.
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Peace'.' On refusal, he was required to enter into recognizance
in the sum of fifty pounds to make Dorothy a weekly allowance
of eight shillings.
1 In I.Tassachusetts by a lav/ of 1641 it had clearly "been
provided that the divorced wife, if the innocent party, should
retain her right of dower in one-third of the husband* s real
property for life. A later act makes provision for alimony. The
"superior court of judicature" is empowered in case of divorce
or nullity to assign the woman "such reasonable part of the es-
tate of her late husband as in t' eir discretion the circumstan-
ces of tie estate my admit, not exceeding one-thiru part t. ereof
p
The first case of divorce occurred in Plymouth in 1661
when Elizabeth Eurge on the scriptural ground was re leased f om
her husband Thomas, who for misconduct was sentenced to be sever-
ly whipped at Plymouth, and again at Sandwich. The court took
care that Elizabeth's temporal interests sho..-i.d be protected.
Not only did she receive one-third of her late husband1:, "estate,
viz., lands, goods, and chattels, as her proper right forever','
but with his consent she got also "an old cotLon beu bolster,
a
pillow, a sheet, and two blankets. .. .with some other small things
to the value of forty shillings •
In the Connecticut annals the case of Elizabeth Rog-
ers is of interest, in both alimony and maintenance of children.
The magistrates and deputies regarded "free thinking M as suffi*
cent cause for dissolution of v/edlock. °In 1675 she laid her
petition before the court of assistants, which found"some diff-
iculties as to a present issue finallyV Yet the case being one
1. Howard -Vol 2, pp 1139-40.
2. Ibid, pp 549-50.
3. Ibid, pp 356-57.
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v/hich called for compassion to the woman under so great dis-
tress and hazard',' it was referred for settlement tc the gen-
eral court, Urs. Rogers had liberty in the meantime to dwell
with he. father. At the next session, the assembly ... .released
Elizabeth from her "conguall bona? A year later provision was
made for alimony and custody of the children* .. .Ine. granted the
mother and her father1* » * .the care and custody of the children
"to be brought up and nurtured by them (in the fear and admoni-
tion of the Lord)',' also orderec John Rogers t pay"towards the
mayntenance of his chixdren the sum of twenty pounds" in four
annual installments. In case "he fayle of payment, the reversion
of the land of sayd John Rogers made over to Elizabeth his late
wife, at !'amacock" is to be held as security.
Arnold in his"History of Rhode Island',' quoted in
Howard, says"^" Hot only were divorces granted and separate main-
tenance awarded to his wife, but t e whole property of the hus-
band \as attached and held by the assembly, until the provisions
of the decree had been satisfied. In the case of John Porter....
they went even further, and annulled all transfers of property...
made by him since the separation from his wife, which had not
already been recorded. Upon his setting a satisfactory estate
upon his wife's these disabilities v/ere removed'.'
In the Southern colonies, where the Church of England
was established, English lav/ and custom in respect to divorce
and separation were generally followed. It will be remembered,
in England, in th< seventeenth century ecclesiastical courts
still had jurisdiction in such matters . But the colonists of Vir-
ginia and the Carol inas showed no desire to set up the English
1 . Howard-Hist oxy of ha tr imonial Institutions , Vol 2 pg 363.
2.Goodsell-The Family
,
p;~ 380.
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ecclestastical courts in the country of their adoption. This
tribunal was never established; and no other court was given
jurisdiction in respect to the dissolution of marriage ."^This
was the case throughout the Southern colonies. Their statute
"books are entirely silent on the subject of divorce jurisdiction.
2
In Virginia we find the county court, which had gain-
ed a share of the equity jurisdiction, hearing and granting
petitions for separate alimony. Thus in 1691 the prayer"of Ruth
Pulcher for separate maintenance against her husband..." he-
fore the county court, "who after hearing the testimony, de-
cided in favor of the plaintiff'.1
But the colonial and state courts of equity, in "ex-
ercising the authority, not of granting divorces, hut alimony,
when the latter was the only relief prayed',' seem to have act-
ed contrary to t'. e more approved legal rule. The granting of
separate alimony without a divorce is now con .on in the states;
and f. om whatever source the courts have derived their power, it
is entirely justifiable as satisfying social need.
^ An interesting case of maintenance is found in Mary-
land in the case of Galwith vs. Galwith. The wife in June 1664,
"applied to the county court for relief and redress there in,
at which time the court hearing and considering the premises
granted an order that her husband should allow... .her 2000 wt
.
of tobacco for her maintenance the year next ensuing'.' At the
end of the year the two not yet being reconciled, because of the
destitute condition of t e wife, the husband was ordered to pay
"her 3000 wt . of tobacco a year, commencing from that dayV
1.Howard-Vol. 2 pg 367.
2. Ibid pg 368.
3. Ibid pg 370.
4. Ibid pg 371.
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The question of divorce in t: e Middle Colonies approx-
imated the extreme conservat ism of the South rather than the
broad liberalism of i''ew England. However the civil courts ex-
ercised eviry kind of matrimonial jurisdiction; both absolute
divorce and separation from bed and board were granted. In 1659
we find what appears to be a cause of separation from bed and
board with assignment of alimony. Since "Nicolas Velthuyzen
cannot resolve to live any more in love with his wife? there-
he
fore it is decreed" that/^shall provisionally supply her with
one fat hog, two skepels of maize, according to his own offer
for her support, and further disposition shall be loade for the
maintenance of her and her children'.'
It may be noted that the granting of divorces in the
Iliddle Colonies was an exception rather than the rule, very
few casei are on record. The divorce rate in Hew England was
much higher than among the other colonies.
Home life.
America began with agriculture as the chief and basic
pursuit of its population in each of the thirteen provinces.
Faming and stock raising flourished by the latter third of the
eighteenth century in all colonial America, and the native for-
ests supplied whatever was needful for fuel and industrial pur-
p
suits i The entire food of a household was the posLible pro-
duction of a farm. In a paper published in the American Kuseum
in 1737 an old farmer says: "At this time my farm gave me and
my whole family a good living on the produce of it, and left
me one year with another one hundred and fifty si-ver dollars,
for I never spend more than ten dollars a year which was for
1.Howard -Vol 2 pg 377
2.Earle -Home Life in Colonial Days
,
p^' 158.
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salt, naiis and the lihe. Nothing to eat, oriuk, or wear was
"bought, as my farm provided all'.'
1 In colonial days "home-made " v/as an ajective that might
he applied to every article in the house. Every farmer and his
sons raited wool and flax; his v/ife and daughters spun them in-
to yarn, knit the^e Into stockings and mittens, wove them into
linen and cloth, and t] en made them into clothing. Even in large
citie-c nearly all women spun yarn and thread, all could knit,
and many had hand looms to weave cloth at home. These home oc-
cupations in the vroduction of clothing have "been termed the
2
"home-spun industries'.' The constant industry of woman--an es-
sential factor in every phase of hew England life--manifested
itself in these home products.
3 Cotton, wool, and flax were all worked into fabrics.
Even thread and silk lace edgings were amde at Ipswich Mass-
achusetts. Connection t and hassachusetts had a surplus of these
home spun fabrics which they sent to the hiddle states in ex-
change for provisions.
* The art of spinning v/as an honorable occupation for
worn n as early as the ninth century; and it v/as so universal
that it furnished a legal title by v/hich an unmarried woman is
known unto t- is day. Spinster is tie only one of her womanly
titles that survives.
^ The wool industry easily furnished home occupation
to an entire family. Often by the bright ••fire-light in the
early evening every member of the household might be seen at
work on the various stages of v/ool manufacture or some of its
lTEaTle-Home Life in Colonial 'Jays
, pg 166
2 .Y/eeden-Economic and Social His tory o f New England , Vol 1, J)g 398
3. Ibid -Vol 2 pg 855.
4.Earle-0p.Cit
. pg 187.
5.1bid-pp 203-204.
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necessary adjuncts, and varied and cheerful sounds filled the
room. The old/grandmother , at light and easy work, carded v/ool
into light and fleecy rolls, seated next to the fir< ; as the
"ballad says," she v/as old and saw right dimly? The Mother step-
ping as lightly as one of her girls, spun tie rolls into woolen
yarn on the great wheel. The oldest daughter was at the clock-
reel, whose continuous "buzz and occa sional click mingled with
the humming rise and fall of the wool -wheel , and the irritat-
ing scratch of t 1 e cards. A little girl at a small wheel fill-
ed ouills with woollen yarn for the loom, not a skilled work.
The father set the fresh teeth in a wool card, while the hoys
whittled hand reels and loom-spools.
"*"In 1640, "because of a scarcity, in linen goods, the
court of Lassachuse tts passed two orders directing £he growth
of flax, ascertaining what colonists were skillful in the var-
ious sta eL of the linen industry, ordering that oys and girls
.11
he taug t to spin, ana offering a "bqfnty for linen grown, spun,
and woven in the colony. Connecticut passed similar measures.
Soon spinning classes were formed, and every family ordered to
s- in so many pounds of flax a year, or pay a fine,
p
"About 1777, women were then most proficient in spin-
ning. A spinster in East Greenwich, Rhode Island, spun seven
skeins, one knot line yarn ih one day, an extraordinary amount.
This urns enough to we- ve twelve linen handherchief s . At this
time when there were about five or six skeins to a pound of flax,
the pay for spinning was six pence a she in.
The v/ool industry was especially prominent in the
Southern colonies, although it was found among all.^Great en-
l.Barle -Eome Life in Colonial Days
, pp 179-180.
2.1hid-pg 185.
3.1hid-pg 189.
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couragement wu given in Virginia in the early days to the rais-
ing and manufacture of wool. Six pounds of tobacco was paid to
any one "bringing to ti e eounty court-house where he resided a
yard of homespun woollen cloth, made wholly in his family; twel-
ve pounds of tobacco were offered as a rev/ard for a dozen pairs
of woollen hose knitted at home.
Pennsylvania settlers were early in the encouragement
of wool manufacture. The Bww Yorkers were not behind in industry.
Serges are reported made on Long Island in 1705.
Not oni.y was the manufacture of the fabric aarried
on in the home, but also the dying of the fabric. Dyes were man-
ufactured from t-e barks of trees, flowers, roots, and berries.
Blue seems to have been the favorite color,
Food products were prepared in the home. Apples were
dried, others were used for cider and butter. Wine was ade
from the wild berries. The canned fruit was reserved since no
hermetically sealed jars were to be had. Meat was cured by salt-
ing, very little was eaten fresh; some of the pork was made in-
to sausage. Tolasses and sugar was made from the syrup of the
maple. Among the Northern colonies, especially, dairy products
were manufactured, milk was considered the most economic food
to be had since it cost one cent a cuart.
Soap was made by the housewife from grease and fats,
and lye made from wood ashes. Candles were produced from the
tallow of cows.
^"In all the colonies children v/ere warmly welcomed,
and the families were very lar
;
;e. Not only was a numerous off-
spring a fulfillment of divine command, but children were con-
1 .Goodsell -The Family
, pg 395.
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sidered most valuable aids to their parents in the struggle for
a comfortable livilihood. Yet child mortality was high in those
days when little was known of the hygienic care of infants, and
homes were far from worm and comfortable in the coldest days of
winter. Only two children of the Puritan divine, Cotton Lather,
survived their father. Family discipline was rigid. Religious
education ..as a part of home training, and children were made
to take part in family worship. or suffer punishment.
Hot many happy hours or 'nappy play times fell the lot
of children in the northern colonies, at least in early times.
Boys and girls were very early put to work both in and out of •
doors, although the task in the farm and garden fell more large-
ly to tie share of the boys. Yet the labor of Children was not
sharply divided according to sex. Boys were taught to weave gar-
ters and suspenders for theme elves; while girls took part in
the spring sowing on the fargi, and shared with their brothers
the task of weeding flax fields and vegetable gardens. Of the
twenty different operations of the flax industry, More than
half were carried on by the children. Tiny girls of six and sev-
en began the task which wae to be theirs through life... the
spinning of flax and later of cotton. For this a small hand dis-
taff was often used, called the "rock'J The L-assachusetts law
of 1642 enjoined it upon the selectmen to see that even boys
and gir^s who tended cattle .... "be set to some other employment
withal as spinning upon the rock, knitting weaving tape, etc.."
In Virginia and other colonies, where silk raising
became a craze at one time, b .ys and girls were frequently set
to work picking mulberry leaves from the trees which were kept
t
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low "by pruning. The care of silkworms was held to "be fit work
for children, and it was com: .only said that two "boys, "if their
hands "be not sleeping in their pockets" could care for six oun-
ces of seed from hatching till with n two weeks of spinning,
^ Probably most boys and girls in colonial days received
their industrial training in tie home of their own parents. How-
ever, in poor families, girls as well as boys were apprenticed
when very young. The colonial laws made early provision for
binding out orphans and the children of indigent parents with
suitable persons who would care for their morals and teach them
various industries. The girl's indenture was not like that of
the boy, it did not stipulate that she was to be taught a spe-
cific trade; hence she probably received a general training in
spinning, weaving, and household tasks. In Boston in 1720 a
"Spin: : i r.£ School House" was established which owed its origin
to the public spirit of a philanthropist who later turned over
the equipment to tie city "for the education of the children of
the poor" Later the city itself organized several spinning
schools where orphans and neglected children were tauglit to be
skilled spinners. Virginia by an act of 1646 empowered the
county commissioners to send two children from each county "at
the age of eight or teven years at the least..." to James City
..."to be empolyed in the public flax houses under such masters
and mistresses as ana 11 there be appointed in cardi: g, knitting,
and spinning? The commissioners were enjoined to "have caution
not to take up any children but from such parents who by reason
of their poverty are disabled to maintain arm educate them'.'
l.Goodsell -The Family
, pp 402-403*
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-•Scant attention was- given to the intellectual edu-
cation of the girls, throughout the American colonies. Board-
ing schools were established after 1725, "but they offered in-
struction chiefly in reading, writing, and a smattering of music,
with dancing and embroidering taught "by special techers.- The
eighteenth century English idea of superficial "accomplishments"
as constituting the sole necessary education for females "had
crossed the seas to the colonies'.' Here and there a girl received
serious intellectual training at the hands of a cultivated fath-
er who refused to accept the ideal of "female education}! almost
universal in the colonial days. Ordinarily girls in tie North-
ern colonies were sent to dame schools to learn to sew, read,
spin, and knit,— the reading not always followed by training
in writi ig. Therefore many colonial women were forced to "make
their nark" whenever their signature was required. In the ^ew
England colonies, at least in Massachusetts, girls were permit-
ted to attend town elementary schools only at hours when hoys
were not using the building, i.e. early in the morning or late
d
in the afternoon. Even this gryging privilege was restricted
to the summer months and was promptly withdrawn at tht approach
of winter, on tie ground of regard for "female health" Soys,
however, seem to have attended the Hew England town sbjaools
pretty generally, from which they entered Harvard and Yale.
Apparently then, the colonial family restricted its
education of the young very largely to the moral ,. religious
,
and industrial training, relegating such intellectual education
as was deemed fitting to the dame schools, the town, the church,
and in the Southern colonies to tutors brought from the mother
country.
l.Goodsell-The Family
, pp 403-405.
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THE AI J2RICAN FAMILY 01 TIL: TY/EHTIETK CENTURY
.
Summary of the nineteenth century conditions,
The family of the nineteenth century may he described
as transitional. The idea of marriage, the status of wo: en, the
relation of parents to chi dren, the relation of industry to
the home , all passed through a series of changes. These changes
are due in a ler k ;e part to the Industrial Revolution. With an
increase in the opportunities for female employment came an
economic independence of womelV which manifested itself in many
ways
.
In America the men were very generally employed in
agriculture which v/as so profitable that few male workers were
tempted to enter the new field of manufacturing. Therefore the
textile industry, when it came to he carried on in factories
by modern methods, fell into the hands of the women. To quote
Hiss Abbott:
2
"So long as land remained cheap and agriculture profit-
able it was taken for granted t at women could be counted on to
continue in the mills, the work they had formerly done in the
home
3 paintedRosy pictures were/of the improved circumstances of
young women or. e living in miserable hovels With their parents,
and now comfortably housed, clothed and feu by their own efforts.
Very general likewise was the approval of child-labor. Those
mechanical devices were most esteemed which could be operated
in part by children from five t ten years old.
In 1831, women over ten years of age constituted 68
1.Goodsell-The iiy , pg 421.
2.Edith Abbott-,/omen in Industry, pg 36; quoted in Goodsell, pg 4
3.Goodsell-pg 422.
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percent of all employees in the cotton industry throughout the
country. In Lowell, Massachusetts , one of the most important
centres of cotton manufacturing, 86 percent of the workers of
the mills were women, of whom the greater portion were women
under twenty-five years of age.
1 Gibbins in"Industry in England" describes the affects
of the Industrial Revolution thus:
"A curious inversion of the proper order of things
was seen in the domestic economy of th.e victims of the cheap
labor system, for women and girls were superseding men in manu-
facturing labour, and, in consequence, their husbands had often
to attend, in a shiftless, slovenly fashion, to those household
duties which mothers and daughters hard at work in the factorie
were unable to fulfil. Worse still, mothers and fathers in some
cases lived upon the killing labour of their little children,
by letting them to hire to manufacturers who found them cheap-
er than t' eir parental
2 Since 1870 the census returns show a large increase
in child labour in this country and a greater range of indust-
ries in which children are employed. Such employment of boys
and girls at mechanical labor for long hours constitutes one
of the crying social evils of the present age, as well as a
very real menace to wholesome family life in the present and
in the generations to core.
Economic influences on family life.
^manufacturing is an outstanding phenomenon of the
twentieth century, and there are few social conditions that
1 .Quoted in G-oodsell, pg 423.
2.Goodsell-The Family
, pg 427.
3.Groves and Qgburn-American I'arria^e and Family Relationships
,
pg 274. ~ "
~
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have not been affected by its rise. Larriage has certainly "been
affected by the Industrial Revolution, for our cities, largely
a product of tie rise of manufacturing, have had a wide affect
upon marriage, the age cf marriage, and tie percentage of mar-
riage .
•*-The specialization and the concentration developed
by modern industry have increased our economic interdependence.
As a consequence of this, the wage earner is less secure and
his predicament is shared to a smaller extent "by all who are
included in the economic forces of the country. The manager,
the salaried man, the person who lives on his income, even the
great capitalists have resting upon them the shadow of insecur-
ity, since what t) ey do and what they have is so intimately re-
lated to social conditions outside tleir power of control. Iluch
of the sharpness o: competition a.nd ti e acquisitiveness that
reacts upon family life originates, not in ambition, but in the
desire to establish security.
2
.uf all the changes in family experience, it is the
living together within the home, that has changed the most*
This appears in tie construction of tie house, the characteris-
tics of housekeeping, the relationship of the husband and wife,
the functioning of parenthood: in short, the entire interplay
of domestic relati ns reveals the lar^e impression fchat is be-
ing made by a changed culture.
The -\mericMnA at the present time is suffering from
a lacli. of cohesion that v/as provided for it in the past by the
importance its economic function. For a ^reat majority it has
ceased to ce an economic unit of production. In the most back**
1 .Groves and Ogburn
-American Carriage & Family Relationships, pg
2.1bid-pg 20.
o.Ibid-pg 21.
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ward communities there are still to be found, among the rural
folk, far.ii ies that to some extent continue to labor together
ac a unit in the effort to maintain an economic existence. A-
mcng the more prosperous farmera, the family has lost tome of
not
its economic importance, although it hasAbecome so destitute
of economic function as is usually true in the cities,
.hen the security and cor fort of the -family depend-
ed directiy upon the contribution of its various members, the
bond of common interest was naturally strong. The necessity for
oo-oper tion was self-evident, and discord of any serious sett
immediately brought about conditions t at led to suffering and
in extreme cases even challangeU the survival of the family and
its members
.
*T he re are so man> sorts of families, even in our own
time, and in this country, that no generalization can be left
unqualified. But taking families in the masses, it is clear that
those which are characteristic of t e _revai_ing sociaa condi-
tions do not function as eco o:.iic units of production. This
does not mean t at they have no economic importance, but rath-
er that the attention of the family has een moved from a pro-
ducing to a consuming^ a momentous change so far as maintaining
the stability of the family is concerned. Not only has the fami-
iiy lost one of the most powerful motives for developing a strong
sense of family spirit, but it has at the same time taken over
a source of distract io£ and separation. It is perhaps, the in-
stabi_ity of the twentieth century family that most sharply
challanges the attention of the student of family history.
1 .Groves and Ogburn-Op. Git. pg 22.
2.Goodsell-0p.Cit . pg 456.
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The social literature of the age abounds in referen-
ce to t. 1b instability of the family organization and fo^tells
its extinction, at least in its present form, "./e are tola t] t t
t" e monogamic marriage Is doomed ; that it is "based wholly upon
economic foundations, i.e. upon the desire of men to transmit
property intact through legitimate issue, thus securing the per-
petuation of the family name and lands. With the break up of
the economic, religious, and legal bonds that once made o£ the
monogenic family a strong unit, we a: e assured that looser and
less permanent forms of association Will in all probability
take pj.ace.
Form of the family*
The twentieth cent.iry family can no longer be regard-
ed as eitler patriarchal or matriarchal. The superiority of the
husband has become a tradition. Perhaps the bett word to describe
the family relationship is "demociatic" This term is descriptive
of the ideal for which we are striving rat. er than the condition
that actually exists. The great majority of men and women are
not consistent in their t] inking or their practices* As a rule
their ideas are in closer agreement than their behavior. In
general the woman is not regarded aL subordinate to man, but
rather; is considered his equal.
Mercenary considerations in marriage
.
The mercenary spirit of marriage has disappeared, ex-
cept in few instances and among those of the elevated class does
the economic element have much consideration. In so far as the
economic standing of a family places it in a certain social
class, does monetary values find thought; and then only as adr
6<
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vice to marry into a fanily of equal economic standing. Parents
no longer control the marriages of their children. A woman may
Harry whom she will provided she has attained a certain age.
The marriage contract is regarded as civil, and the
cermony is generally solemnized by a member of the cierg:
.
Rate of marriage
•
A problem that concerns the establishment of families
is the rate of marriage . This is regarded by manv writers as a.
serious matter .""The Special Census Beport on Marriage and Divor
ee, published in 1509, and covering the period from 1867 to
19C6, indicates that there was an actual decrease in the rate
of marriages in the Sor - Atlantic States in the decade 1890-
1900. Whereas there were eighty-four marriages in this division
for ever, ten thousand of the population, in 1909 there -were
only eighty -two. All the states showing a decline in the num-
ber of marriages are industrial centres. This suggests there
is probably a close connection between advanced industrial de-
velopment and the marriage rate.
The marriage rate for the entire United States fVQB
1900-1926 shows a.n increase. The number og marriages in 1900
Was ninety-three per 10,000, and in 1926 it was one hundred
two per 10,000. However the rate for 1926 is the same as for
1910. Since 1920 the rate has been declining yearly. If we
consider the conditions of that period, i.e. 19^0-1926, we may
find a. close relation between the economic conditions and the
rate of marriage.
2 In colonial days, when productive domestic industry
played a most important part, a wife had great economic value,
as we have seen. In the vigorous language of a modern writer:
l.Goodsell-The Family
, pp 479-48 . 2. Ibid, pg 480.
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"The colonial gentleman had to have hie soap kettles
and hie candle molds and his looms and smc e houses and salting
tubs and spinning wheels and other industrial machines operated
for him by somebody, if he was going to get his food and cloth-
ing and other necessaries cheap, e lost money if he wasn't
d ome : - t i c . Ke wa £ dome l~ t i c S
But nowadays when so many occupations have been taken
from the housewife, her economic value has enormously declined.
For she is no longer a producer in any important sense.
In an age when the standard of living in all classes
is steadily rising, a man thinks twice before he marries a wo-
man accustomed to the comforts and a few, at least, of the lux-
uries of life, especially when he knows that she is quite un-
trained and perhaps uninterested in home keeping. The woman
also stops to think before she resigns a lucrative position,
industrial or professional, which guarantees her economic in-
de endence, and with reasonable thrift, an assured future. In
many instances marriage is postponed beyond the gge when it ap-
pears romantic and desirable, and finally when life habits be-
come fixed, is given up entirely. This means, of course, a de-
cline in the marriage rate; and it is precisely in the large
industrial centers, where women are most frequently found work-
ing outside the home, that this co dition prevails.
Divorce rate.
While t) e marriage rate has been declining , the di-
vorce rate has been increasing. The report of a government
investigation on divorce shows that from 1861-1920 there were
granted in the United States a total of ahout 3,393,000 divorces.
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The increase of divorce as compared with population was tw< nty-
eight per 100,000 of population in 1870, and one hundred fifty-
four pei 160,000 in 19^6 • Surely economic influences lave "been
one of the chief causes in the increase of divorce . Divorce-
lias incre sed almost proportionately With the growing economic
independence of women. 66.6 percent of the divorces granted in
the United States have "been to women*
^"It is anticipated that the emancipation of one-half-
the human race from "bondage to the other half will he followed
"by fundamental changes in social relations. This is exactly
what is taking place within the domestic circles at the pres-
ent time. Woman may have worked as Ix rd and produced as much
&naer the old regime of domestic economy, hut she received no
pay. In the new forms of service open to her she enters as a
free competitor. V/ages are reckoned on the ha sis of capacity
and are paid to her. She is independent.
The influence, of the new economic status of woman
upon the divorce rate is readily seen. Marriage is no longer
the only vocation open to her and for which she is qualified.
She is ndf forced into marriage as her only means of support,
and later marriages and lower birth rates reveal the influence
of this fact. If carriage is a failure, site does not face the
alternative of endurance or starvation. Conscious of her legal
rights, and protected in the use of property or income, she is
no longer compelled to accept support or yield to the tyranny
of a husband whose conduct is a nena.ee to her health and hap-
piness.
hot only the emancipation of the women has contribw
1 .hichfcenberger-Divorce :h Study in Social Causatio n, in ./olf-
Readines in Social Problems^ on 635-635.
t
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uted to the increase of divorce, "but also the economic pressure
of economic life upon the home, because of industrial expansion
homelife in tie cities has "become congested. People are forced
to live in tenements and fists in crowded conditions without
sufficient fresh air and sunshine, under circumstances not con-
ducive to health, happiness and good morals. H me life under
such conditions cannot be ideal.
Where married women, through hard hecessity, have "been
compelled to follow their work to the school, the shop, and the
factory, their removal from the home during work hours is a' ser-
ious menace. Y/hen "both husband and wife go to v/ork the child-
ren are left to care for themselves, the older for the younger,
who themselves need care and eaucation. Tills hard struggle for
bread take?, the romance out of life; and human weaknesses , which
otherwise might not affect the peace and harmony of the home
are apt to be intensified until t.iey become to great for over-
wrought nerves to endure.
^ Among the more fortunate an equally grave situation
confronts us. V/ith the passing of their occupation in the home
many women come to regard economic dependence upon men as a
2
necessary consequence, and "look upon wedlock as an economic
vocation, With them marriage tends to become a species of
purchase-co::troct in which the woman barters her sex-capital
to the man in exchange for life support'.1
*
"There are thousands of women of the miscalled "better"
classes who live in boarding houses and hotels in idle ease,
or in homes where they ore figureheads, posing as .their husband's
exhalted head servants, but whose only ambition in life is to
1
.
Wolf
-
Headings in Social Problems
, pg 630.
2.Howard- Vol iii, pg 249.
3.Schroeder-The Arena, pp 586-87, quoted in Wolf pp 630-31.
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be accredited with respectability, and whose only occupation
is to render sex service, mostly "barren, to the husbands v/ho
furnish support as compensation.
"Such wives arc not chattel sieves, but willing depen-
dents. They are not the drudging house servants of old, nor the
colaborers of their husbands, as in our rural population. They
differ in no essential form from the kept woman, unless they
have so low an estimate of the marriage state that we call the
ceremony the essence, and a carelessly misapplied "respectabil-
ity" the final test of marriage morals"
"'"As a result marriage becomes little more than"legal-
ized prostitut ionJ| and is, on t] - 'vhole , thoroughly incapable
of affording the happiness which the marriage relation is de-
signed to impart. "Cupid yields to cupidity',' and the probability
of permanency under such conditions becomes s_ight. i t is not-
ably this class which furnishes the"divorce scandals in high
life" and renders the subject revolting to all right thinking
people
.
The o^uestion of alimony gives us another economic asj»
pect of tl e '.odern family, ^n some of the states, the decree
for alimony is, or may be made a lien on the real estate of
the husband. In other states, there are procesf.es of attachment
and the like by which the husband's property can be otherwise
held to pay alim ny. In some and perhaps most of the states,
the court can require the hush; nd tc give security for the pay-
ment of the alimony.
3 The doctrine of alimony is the necessary consequence
1. Jolf- Op. Cit. pg 631.
2.Bishop
-
Commentaries on D ivorce, harr ia^e , and Reparation
,
Vol 2, pp 431-3::.
3.1bid-pp 336-57.
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of what the unwritten law establishes "between husband and wife
as to property. By the unwritten law, marriage invests the hus-
band with all the wife's available means of support, with the
ownership of her future earnings, and with the right to appro-
priate to himself her acquisitions. In return for which, it
casts upon him the duty, suitably to maintain her, according
to hua ability and condition in life. The husband cannot a-
band his obligations to his wife; therefore , where in any case
the law authorizes her to live apart from him by reason of
his ill conduct, it consequently requires him to maintain her
while so 1 ving. •
As has been suggested the divorce scandals are found
among the so called better cla sses . ^"VHien a husband in the high
er social rank is in a position to be sued for substantial al-
imony, or a wife has means of her own, a little tiff, or a
slight misunderstanding very often leads to the lawyer's office
Poverty on the other hand, as often heals tie breach due to
an affair of blows or a skirmish with fletirons'.'
The matrimonial wretchedness caused by women of t.; as
class, i.e. the well-to-do, has been the subject of much dis-
cussion. Their marriages are generally mercenary with a sub-
sequent divorce and alimony as their primary motive. "They,
i.e. the women, want money, they want some one to foot their
bills, provide them a place to live in, and do the rough work
of life for them'.*
* Some one has divided the women of the well-to-do class
es into two groups, one is that group of women who give a fair
TTTuoted in Carson-The harri a^e hevolt
, pg 150
2.1bid-pg 151.
1I
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return for what they get. The other consists of those who mean
to give as little as possible in return. This class is probably
more numerous in this country than anywhere else on earth,
"These women are what I call matrimony hunters, and
there are many of them. It has become almost a recognized trade,
this marr iage-divcrce-alimony business. The successful practi-
tioner has a man working for her while she sets back and takes
the product of his labor without even a 'thank you' •
^In some states a man may be imprisoned for failure
to pay alirony, New York is an example* On this charge, failure
to pay alimony, there are always several men in Hew York City,
confined in Ludlow Street Jail. So notorious has the situation
become that the newspapers commonly refer to these prisoners
as the "Alimony Club" It has been estimated that nine thousand
men in ITew York are paying alimony at the present time, and,
taking $35.00 a month as a fair average, the total yearly pay-
ments reach the amazing sum of $3,700,000.
Conditions in England are not much different than in
the United Sates. Under the existing system, the deserted wife
}is s the rig! t to bring an action against her husband for the
restoration of conjugal rights. He is ordered to return to his
wife, and in the event of his failure to do so, the wife is a-
warded alimony as in divorce. If the case goes by default, his
property, if he has any, can be attached. Actions of this hind
are confined, exclusively to people of the higher classes and
have often been used as a form of blaclana.il. For example, if
a man has been unfortunate enough to marry a woman of bad char-
1 .Quoted in Carson-Th e harriage Revolt, pg 152.
2.Carson-pg 197.
o.Ibid-pg 301.
I*
x
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a.cter and throggh conduct has "been obliged to leave her, the
woman can bring suit and obtain alimony. Such actions are based
on mercenary motives and are brought with the full knowledge
that the defendent would be unlikely to obey the order of the
court and cohabit with the woman whom he has left.
Breach of £ro r :ise.
Breach of paromise suits lend another economic phase
to the marriage practice. Such proceedings are more com on a-
mong the wealthy class thin any other. It shows a mercenary cal-
culation of the v/cman's affections.
Infant mortality
^ The infant death rate in the United States is on a
declining scale. The period from 1901-1905 shows 123 infant
deaths per 1,000 of population; from 1910-1914 shows 106 deaths
per 1,000 of population; and from 19;. 1-1925 shows but 72 deaths
per 1,000 of population. The death rate has been reduced by
scientific advancement along the medical and hygienic lines.
Birth rate.
p
However, birth rates show a steady decline during
approximately the same period. In 1915 the birti rate in the
United States was : 5.1 per 1,000 of population; in 1923 the
rate was 23.7 per 1,000; and in 1926 the rate was 20.6 per 1,
000 of population.
The child is hardly considered an econov ic asset to
the home. The colonist and the medieval parents had lar^e fami-
lies because of the industrial aspect of the home. To the exfc
tent that infanticide was practiced because of economic con-
l.jTigurea from the World Almanac, 1928.
2 .Same
.
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ditions, so birth-control methods are followed to-day. Hot only
pressure
has economic/prevented marriage, out it has lent an influence
in keeping children from the home. This is true, especially a-
mong the native -white population of this country.
^Large families, however, are still a reality the
census reports three million of them, and the available materi-
al indicates that they are most prevalent among the foreigners
and in the poorest section of the population* In 1800 there was
an outlet for the large family,—'-the death rate was high, and
many children must he borne to offset it; the West was opening,
and men and women were needed to people it, opportunities pre-
sented themselves on every hand, and the numerous children fill-
ed them. In 1910 the death rate has decreased, the West is peo-
pled, opportunities are restricted, and the family of eight
chi^d en, horn to parents unable to provide proper food, cloth-
ing or recreation, drifts to the street, and frequently to the
jail and t e almshouse.
A large family is a menace because each additional
child in a wage earner's family lowers the family standard, and
renders it less probable that the members of the fa; ily will
elude the clutches of poverty.
• I'odern society demands well-reared and thoroughly
trained men and women, and standards rising with the progress
of science and industry. Since the ability to rear children
successfully is based primarily on income, it seems reasonable
to conclude that the amount of ineome^the number of children
to be bora and reared in any family.
1 .Hearing -Soc ial Ad.j ustment
, pp IdO-151.
2.1bid-pg 160.
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Economic pressures on the family,
Certain economic for dee are operating so as to bring
pressure on the modern family. In colonial and medieval times
every family ov/ned the heme in which it lived, except in case
of the serf of feudal times whose house was furnished to him
by his lord. To-day is a day of rents and landlords. Few peo-
ple own the houses in which they. live. This condition is esp-
ecially true in our cities and industrial centres. ^If New
York may he tahen as an e ample our conclusion would he that
such conditions are increasing. In 1900 there was in New York
485,630 more families fan dwellings, hut "by 1920 this number
had increased to 912,378. Many of this number are taken care
of in apartment houses averaging 3 and 4 rooms to the apartment.
Figures from 257 cities in the United States for
1927 show that out of 406,095 new dwellings constructed, 155,
512 were single family dwellings. Ho figures for rental rates-
are avai_able but perhaps a fair average would be about ;50 or
$60 per month.
besides the ordinary needs the family wants have been
increased by various social and industrial demands. Perhaps
the automobile is t; e principal factor in this class. The man
who use to walh to work, now drives an automobile or has a
chauffeur do it for him. If he is a man of means he will own
a least two machines, one for his wife, and will empoly an ex-
tra chauffeur. The number of passanger cars registered in the
United States in 1926 averaged one car for every 5 inhabitants.
It is estimated that Americans spend annually $14 ,000,000,000
for the purchase and maintenance of automobiles.
1 . F i gu _ e s fr om t; te Wo r1d Alma na c
,
1928
I<
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Herchant a have inaugurated ingenious methods to stim-
ulate "buying, the credit system has become quite popular. hany
things, including the house and its furnishings, are "bought on
credit. Trie furniture deader Holds a lien on the furniture un-
til paid for, the realtor holds a mortage on the house and prop-
erty and t e garageman has one on the automobile.
This conditio is stimulated by advertising schemes
of various sorts. Railroad stations and coaches are posted
with advertisements of nearly everything, all encouraging econ-
omy. Edward Eok has given a conservative estimate of the amount
of money spent each year on advertising, and it totals ^1,284,
000,000.
The wage is often inadequate to meet t 1 e needs of the
family. Then it is i eccssary t at t) e members of the family turn
a sufficient amount of their earnings over to t) e wife or moth-
er to expend for the needed collective purposes. This is often
considered as board and room rent, and is paid b,> the children
to t eir parents. In conside ation of such conditions the child
often leaves home, lives by himself and saves the proceeds. The
family thus becomes disintegrated.
^Another industrial condition threatening the integ-
rity of the home is furnished by the so-called, "seasonal trades"
of which farming is an example. Farm laborers often have a work-
ing year of only nine months, after which they are cast adrift
to join the floating population of the unemployed.
Periodic employment in the industries also threatens
family integrity. Many trades such as building, painting, and
plumbing are wholly seasonal or affected to some extent by the
seasons
.
l.&oodsell-The ?amil
. , pg 462
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Figures show that nearly 60 percent of the industrial
plants considered "by the Census Bureau, offer their employees
less t' an a. full year's work, and that 28.3 percent employ men
270 days or less. *t seems that "unemployment" is a permanent
feature of modern industrial life.
A result of seasonal unemployment is the lowered stand-
ard of living in working-men's homes. Some years ago the Russell
Sage Foundation concluded after investigation that a family of
two adults and their children, or four adults, could not "be sup-
ported decently in hew York City on an income of lesjS than nine
hundred to a thousand dollars a year. The Sew York state Com-
mission on Employers' Liability and Unemployment agreed on sev-
en hundred dollars a year as a minimum on which such a family
could he maintained outside of Hew York. Reports from secreta-
ries of various trade unions show that because of the inconst-
ant demand for labor the average income of more than twenty-five
percent of union men v/as less then seven hundred dollars per
year
.
Another result of seasonal unemployment is that the
women and some of the children of the hoi sehoM seek v/ork when
the husband and the father is thrown out of a job. In 1920 ap-
proximately one-fifth of the wage earners of the United States
were women. But the wages of female employees are low and work-
ing conditions are bad, often unsanitary, and hours long. Child
labor presents its difficulties as does tl at of female employ-
ment. Working conditions for the child are no better than those
of his other. So acute has "been the problem of child lahor that
legislation has been passed regulating it. To-day every state
has child lahor laws.
1 . G o o d s e 11 -The hh.mi ly , pg 464.

1 Although child labor is frequently defended as a family necessity,
the premature employment of the child is actually an attack upon the welfare
of the home, it is not easy for the typical American to face this fact squarely,
•ince the tradition of the pioneering period still lingers, and with it the idea
that the boy-worker can if he will make a place for himself in society without
the aid of the school* Public opinion is so eager to take this attitude toward
child laboi -that a few spectacular successes hide the tragedy of a multitude of
handicappxl persons t who, not, only in their industrial career, but in every aspect
of living show a stunting of personality that discloses how much they have miss-
ed by their lack of opportunity to be reasonably prepared for life.
While the individual family close to the bread-line may welcome the
time when the older children can go to work, without any thought of the effect
of sacrificing their opportuni-try for a minimum education, the predicament of
the
poverty blinds the parents to the fact that/employment of children lowers the
wage and shortens the working season of the unskilled aault laborer, in other
words, such families as a class profit from the increase of the school age and
the decrease of child labor, it is more fundamentally a family problem than one
that concerns industry. Child labor is not a necessity in any form of industry,
but the prolonging of childhood so that the normal individual can be given suit-
•ble education for a fair start in life is a basic requirement of homemaking.
1.Groves -Social problems of the >'amiiy,LiPpincott , 1927. pg 248.
i
SUMMARY
.
It is impossible to get at the very beginning of the
family, "but we find economic influences played fcn important
plfcrt in its origin and contributed to its stability.
Marriage appears to have had its basis in the family,
due to the prolonged need of the mother and child at the time
of birth. There is no evidence that indicates tl at man ever
lived a life of pure promiscuity. In the most remote tribes
that have been studied, some form of marriage is found, acom-
panied by certain definit restrictions and prohibitions. The
chief forms of marriage and family ^re _ ound among these groups
,
namely, monogamy, polygyny, and polyandry* Economic conditions
as well as social have determined to a great extent the form
of marriage follov/ed by the individual. The form of marriage
was an indication of the husband's Wealth, since v/ives were
purchased. Plural marria ges were not practiced among the prim-
itive groups alone, but they v/ere common among the Greeks, Ro-
mans, and Hebrews.
The manner of securing a mate has passed through a
series of changes, and only in very recent times lias the idea
of wife purch- se entirely disappeared, i.e. among civilized
peoples. Among the primitive groups, brothers exchanged sisters,
and potential sons-in-law made presents to their future fathers-
in-law in exchange for a wife. Purchase had a much wider prac-
tice than exchange. A semblance of this practice continued tote,
followed until the middle ages, and in our colonial period. In
the marriage ce^iionies of today, the ring is interpreted by some
to be a rudiment of wife purch" se; this is largely a ma. tter of
(83)
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conj ec ture
.
Marriage during the Colonial Era assumed much of the
mercenary aspect. The fathers of the prospective bride and groom
higgled over the monetary siae of the marriage contract as though
they were disposing of some commodity. In default of the pay-
ment by either parties, no hesitancy was shown in taking the
case to court to secure Judgment* Wealthy widows were sought in
marriage by impecunious bachelors or widowers; the fact that
man assumed control of his wife property encouraged such mar*
riages
.
Undoubtedly, clandestine marriage*?were practiced at
all times. Economic influences were the basis of many during
the Meoieval period, due to the rates charged by the church for
a ceremony. Children born to a clandestine union were considered
illegitimate and could not enter any of the gilds or inherit
property.
During the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries
preachers imprisoned for deht performed marriage ceremonies
at a reasonable rate, and without the common preliminaries. Low
rates were advertised by those churches doing a volumn of bus-
iness .
We would expect, with the economic conception of mar-
riage, to find an economic valme placed upon woman. Or, perhaps
marriage assumed such an aspect because of woman's economic val-
ue. As far back as we can go we find woman carrying her share
of the economic burden. She was not only a pioneer in the house-
hold arts but a so in a. targe measure in the beginnings of in-
dustrial activity. She played a leading role in the home indust-
ries either by direct contribution or supervision of the work.
II
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The new and perplexing problems that we now associate
with woman's modern economic condition originate, not because
for the first time she is making a substantial industrial con-
tribution, but rather because she hoe been gradually obtaining
economic independence.
The great economic happenings in the modern world, as
far as the woman is concerned, is the fact that she has emerged
irom her family background and become an economic individual.
'.Then the Industrial Revolution chinged the form of the family
a s an economic unit a multitude of women found themselves driv-
en from the household occupations in the very same way that men
were e pelled f om household industry.
In recent years the American woman has not only deep-
ened her economic status ; she also hi s widened it by entering
all sorts of vocations. The modern woman is economically indepen-
dent.
The form of family has undergone a series of changes,
due to a great extent to economic causes. When the husband was
considered the owner of all he was the sole ruler of his family.
His wife and children, as well as the slaves , were considered
his property, and he could dispose of them as he pleased. This
form of family was known as the patriarchal type. A new type
has been appearing since the Industrial devolution. With the
economic emancipation of woman has come the abdication of the
author i y of the father and husband. Today we find what might
be called the "democratic" family, in ideal at least.
The origin of divorce seems to be as remote as that
of marriage. In no period of history, nor among any primitive
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peoples do we find evidence of divorce lacking, Separation Beetl-
es to be easily secured among most primitive groups, but the
economic obligations the husband might be required to meet of-
ten stay his mind in securing divorce. The Greeks, Romans, and
the Hebrews found bar/er/ess to be sufficient cause for divorce,
since marriage was for the purpose of preserving the family,
. Hale chi-dren were especially desired among this same
group since inheritance was through the male line only.
The influence of the church v/as becoming quite notice-
able in marriage and divorce in the seventeenth and the eight-
eenth centuries. Divorce v/as ractically forbidden, but the
wealthy were known to pay bribes to the Bishop's court to secure
separation on false grounds. Because °^ ecclesiastical influences
divorce was prohibited in the Southern colonies. New England
was more liberal and we find a high divorce rate among the New
England ers and the Middle colonists
.
In the twentieth century it seems that woman's indust-
rial ex erience acts at times as a cause of friction between
husband and wife* The divorce rate is on the increase in the
United States, and industrial centres show the highest rate.
There is no information showing the direct relation between in-
dustrial conditions and divorce, but we ray deduce that the
economic element has a great influence.
Alimony gives us an immediate economic aspect of di-
vorce. The problem of alimony is common among the so-called
"better classes". Women of this group are accused of marrying
with the primary purpose of becoming economically independent
by alimony.
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"Breach of promise "is another economic factor in the
consideration of marriage. We have few records of "breach of
promise ant#-dating the seventeenth century. There are several
noteworthy cases in the annals of the New Englnad colonies.
Families of high standing did not hesitate in taking their
troubles of this nature to court for a hearing, men as well as
women brought suit. At present "breach of promise suits are con-
fined to a great extent to the well-to-do classes.
Economic conditions probably account for the practice
of infanticide and birth control. Birth control is a twentieth
century phenomenon,and shows a relationship with our economic
conditions. Infanticide was .racticed by all peoples as £fir
back as we can go, and is still followed by certain backward
groups. Social demands of the twentieth Century make it finan-
cially impossible and inadvisable to have a large family.
Home wae the first school, and the mother was the first
teacher. Children have always been taught, the morals of the
tribe and certain practical methods, if nothing more, host of
the practical knov/ledge gained wa: by imitation, this was esp-
ecially true of the Greek and the Hebrew boy.
In Imperial Rome slaves were the pedagogues. Tutors,
who were generally foreigners traveling through the country,
were the instructors of the English child of the eighteenth
century .Little attention was given to the intellectual training
of the child by the parents, they were more interested in some
amusement of the period. In $he middle ages children of lesser
nobles v/ere sent to the h mes of the better class to receive a
social training. In colonial New England educati n was confined
to the home until a late period, when town schools were estab-
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lished. The Southern colonists imported tutors from the home
country to instruct t-:eir children. Until very recent times
extensive educational privileges have been restricted to the
boys •
Until the Industrial ^evolution the family was an in-
dustrial and economic unit. All members of the family, includ-
ing the slaves, were engaged in the production of the necessities
of the home. The manor in feudal times was practically self-
supporting as was the household of the American colonist.
The twentieth century family has ceased to be either
an industrial or an economic unit. An inadequate wage has in
many cases made it necessary for the entire family to work and
pool their incomes for the collective needs. This need has brought
about the question of female and child labor, Seasonal trades
and occupations have had a distressing influence upon the family.
Whereas, in previous periods, the homes were owned by
the occupants, now many people rent their domiciles. Our cities
show an excess of families in relation to the number of dwell-
ings. Today is a day of flats, apartments, and high rents.
Certainly modern economic conditions have an effect
on the rate of marriage* Although the rate in the United States
shows an increase, ii dustrial centres indicate a slight retard-
ation in the rate. Hen and women think before talcing upon them
the added responsibilities of a home, and, the women, leaving
lucrative positions. Suspension of marriage until one is econ-
omically able to support a family often leads to a life of "sing-
le blessedness',! Whereas economic forces opce made for the integ-
rity and stability of the family, they no.v contribute to its
dissolution.
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